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SOMMAIRE

La conception et l'analyse de systèmes de commande et de regulation pour
les grande centrales chimiques, nucléaires et de procèdes, exigent une
batterie de logiciels interactifs et puissants.

MVPACK, un progiciel de Commande Assiste'e par Ordinateur (CAO) a ete mis au
point au Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Chalk River.

Complètement interactif, ce logiciel offre avec sa programmathèque mathéma-
tique un environment privilégie" aux développements des algorithmes com-
plexes des méthodes multivariables.

Entièrement code en RATFOR, MVPACK opère avec une structure de données
flexible qui fait une judicieuse utilisation des ressources d'un miniordi-
nateur, et permet de générer des logiciels struture's suivant un standard
bien défini.

MVPACK est organise suivant une structure modulaire hiérarchisée qui permet
l'addition continuelle de nouveaux modules, et l'utilisation des modules
existants comme sous-routine dans les nouveaux modules.

Ce rapport procure la description technique du progiciel MVPACK. Il rap-
pelle les spe'cifications utilise'es dans la conception et l'implantation du
progiciel. La structure de la banque de données, les programmathèques de
support et les modules de conception et d'analyse sont décrits.

Le rapport présente aussi plusieurs exemples d'application pour illustrer
la puissance et la versatilité' du progiciel.

L'expe'rience a montre que MVPACK offre un environnement synergistique pour
la conception de systèmes et de régulation. MVPACK représente aussi un
outil unique dans la formation d'ingénieurs spécialistes en commande et
regulation.
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ABSTRACT

The design and analysis of high performing controllers for large complex
plants require a collection of interactive, powerful computer software.

MVPACK, an open-ended package for the computer aided design of control
systems has been developed in the Reactor Control Branch of the Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories. The package is fully interactive, and includes a
comprehensive state-of-the-art mathematical library to support development
of complex multivariable control algorithms.

Coded in RATFOR, MVPACK operates with a flexible data structure which makes
efficient use of minicomputer resources and provides a standard framework
for program generation. The existence of a help mechanism enhances the
simplicity of package utilization.

This report provides the technical description of the package. It reviews
the specifications used in the design and implementation of the package.
The database structure, the supporting libraries and the design and
analysis modules of MVPACK are described.

The report Includes several application examples to illustrate the
capability of the package.

Experience with MVPACK shows that the package provides a synergistic
environment for control and regulation systems design, and that it is a
unique tool In training of control system engineers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A control system consists of two parts, the plant and the controller. Most
plants in the chemical, process, and nuclear power industries are multi-
variable, that is, they have several outputs that must be controlled and
several inputs that may be adjusted. Such plants are said to have dynamic
interaction because each input may affect several outputs. Controllers for
these plants have traditionally been designed by conventional single-
variable methods, treating each control loop as independent in the initial
design. Interactions are then accommodated empirically, via simulation
techniques. For large and complex plants such as nuclear generating sta-
tions, operating close to maximum capacity, more rigorous design methods
promise to lead to better control. Multivariable techniques can handle the
simultaneous analysis of several plant variables, potentially allowing
system performance specifications to be met directly, during the controller
design process.

Analysis of multivariable systems is complex, and an extensive framework of
mathematics is needed to develop the underlying theorems. This results in
a wide range of methods based on different aspects of the theory. However,
the purpose of control design is to solve an application problem, not to
provide elegant examples of particular algebraic concepts. Thus, we seek
methods which lead easily to effective, workable solutions, and which can
meet the practical requirements of real systems. Fortunately, a few basic
concepts of matrix algebra are sufficient to appreciate the resulting con-
trollers. The large number of matrix manipulations required makes exten-
sive digital computer programs essential, both to perform arithmetic on
real, complex, and polynomial matrices, and to execute the complex algo-
rithms used in multivariable techniques. MVPACK is a Computer-Aided-Design
(CAD) package developed to meet this basic requirement. As a CAD package,
MVPACK consists mainly of a database, interaction methods, mathematical
library, and design algorithms or application programs. It is

- easy to use,
- easy to modify and extend,
- easy to program, and
- efficient in using minicomputer resources.

In developing MVPACK, emphasis has been placed on the organization of the
package, since with the proper structure, the application programs fall
naturally into place.

This report describes the package with emphasis on its basic structure and
operating features. The specifications used in the design and implementa-
tion of the package are outlined in Section 2.

The organization of MVPACK's database is described in Section 3, with
emphasis on the disk and memory structures of the database. In Section A
the structure of MVPACK's mathematical libraries is shown and the supported
functions are described. The functional structure of the package and the
communication mechanism between its modules are described in Section 5.
Section 6 gives a short description of the currently available design and
analysis modules of MVPACK while Section 7 is a collection of case studies
of control systems, selected to illustrate the use and the capability of
the package.
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The concluding chapter discusses the status of current developments in
MVFACK. It also identifies areas where further work could be done to
extend the capability of the package.

2. SPECIFICATIONS

2.1 Interaction

The design process is not deterministic, so the designer must be able to
influence the job as it progresses. At the beginning of his investiga-
tions, the designer simply may be unable to specify what he really wants
because he lacks information on what he will have to pay, in engineering
terms, for various aspects of desired final system performance. In devel-
oping MVPACK, we seek to give a practising and experienced design engineer
a set of manipulative, interpretative, and powerful analytical tools.
These enable him to assess interactively the design as it progresses, on
the basis of the physical reasoning within the guidelines laid down by his
engineering experience. Thus the package is fully interactive, allowing
the designer to compare the results of different design algorithms applied
to the same problem, with the capability of using one method to improve on
the result of another. This capability can be exploited by an experienced
designer to lead to the best practical controller for a given system.

The man-machine dialog implemented in MVPACK was designed to meet the needs
of a wide range of users, from novices to experts. It is based on a well
balanced mixture of command oriented and question-and-answer dialogs. This
makes it possible to shift the initiative from the computer to the user,
when required, and vice versa.

2.2 Flexibility, Expandability and Portability

It is important to be able to incorporate new methods as they become avail-
able. MVPACK facilitates development, testing and addition of new design
algorithms. It is possible to use existing modules as subroutines in new
experimental programs. The benefits are synergistic, since new modules can
be developed faster. MVPACK is an open-ended CAD package completely writ-
ten in RATFOR [1], a structured pre-processor for FORTRAN. MVPACK is de-
signed and built as a collection of modular sub-packages (database, mathe-
matical libraries, interaction methods, and application algorithms). Each
module of a sub-package services one well-defined function with all docu-
mentation included in the code. Functions specific to the operating system
are localized, so they can be easily adapted to new environments. The
package is currently operational in the Dynamic Analysis Laboratory of the
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) on a DEC PDP-11/45 computer, under
the IAS 3.1 operating system, and in the Department of Electrical Engineer-
ing at the Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal on a PDP-11/60 computer under
RSX-11M.

2.3 Mathematical Support

The design and analysis algorithms of multivariable control systems require
extensive mathematical support. To meet this requirement, MVPACK includes
three mathematical libraries, respectively dedicated to real, complex., and
polynomial matrix arithmetic. Each library is made up of a collection of
specialized subroutines. The variety and the power of the functions and
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operations implemented in the mathematical libraries allows MVPACK design
and analysis algorithms to be built rapidly with existing blocks. New
subroutines can be added to the libraries and existing subroutines can be
upgraded with new, improved numerical methods- Most of the facilities
implemented in the libraries can also be used directly by a control system
designer to perform off-line matrix operations before and/or after the
design of a controller. This unique feature proved to be a powerful
debugging tool for experimental programs.

3. DATA STRUCTURE

3.1 Requirements

MVPACK's application codes are designed to operate on data grouped under a
user-given system name. The data structure must facilitate the creation
and analysis of sets of matrices representing systems. It must store real,
complex, polynomial, and rational polynomial matrices and permit efficient
access by processing routines. All information about a matrix, a system or
the state of a program must be stored in the structure.

Data structure access routines are provided to read and write the data
structure so that the structure is transparent to the application pro-
grams. Forcing all programs to access data only through standardized
access methods ensures reliable and maintainable code.

The data structure of MVPACK includes in-core, disk file, and task control
structures. The structures chosen meet the following requirements:

- ease of coding,
- efficient use of memory,
- natural interfacing to disk files, so data can be saved,
deleted, recalled, and transferred to other programs, and

- flexible control of programs, with communication between them.

3.2 In-Core Structure

3.2.1 General

Designed to operate on a minicomputer, MVPACK must make efficient use of
the limited program address space available, by allocating space for data
as required. This eliminates the need for application programs to dimen-
sion arrays for the anticipated maximum size. When arrays are no longer
needed, they are deleted and the space is reused.

3.2.2 Dynamic Memory Structure

The dynamic memory structure consists of a two-dimensional directory array
and one-dimensional large array for data storage.

The directory is a doubly-linked list. Figure 3.1 shows a typical entry,
while Figure 3.2 shows the mechanism used for the directory linkage.
LISTHEAD points to the start of the list of used entries in the directory.
LISTEND is a pointer to the end of the list of used entries. Unused direc-
tory nodes form the singly-linked FREELIST shown in Figure 3.3. In Figure
3.1 INDEX is the position of the directory node, and it is used throughout
MVPACK to identify the matrix.
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When space is allocated, a node is removed from the FREELIST, added at the
end of the directory and loaded as shown in Table 3.1. For each entry in
the data storage area, the first word is the number of words allocated for
the array. For real or complex matrices, the next two items are the number
of rows and the number of columns. When a matrix is deleted, its directory
node is returned to the FREELIST. Because the memory directory is linked
in the same order as the data in memory, deleted space can be recovered by
scanning the directory and moving data forward to meet the preceding
entry. The directory nodes do not move in this process, so the INDEX
values held by the program remain valid.

TABLE 3.1

MEMORY DIRECTORY FORMAT

Item

NEXTE POINTER

BACK POINTER

MNAME

MTYPE

MVALID

MPOINT

Size (Bytes)

2

2

10

2

2

2

Description

Pointer to next entry

Pointer to previous entry

Matrix name

Matrix type

Validity flag

Pointer to data

The management of the data structure in memory is handled by the sub-
routines of the memory management library. The description of functions
provided by this library is given in Table 3.2. The calling sequence of
the routines in this library is described in Appendix A.

To allow efficient and easy use of the memory structure by the application
programs, MVPACK has a set of utility subroutines. They control the format
of the actual stored data, read and write matrix dimensions stored ahead of
the data, and compute the size required for arrays of real or complex
data. In addition they allow high-level MVPACK codes to reference data
arrays as simple variables and they also provide conversion of these simple
variables back to matrix structure. This feature allows MVPACK to retain
the efficiency of FORTRAN for matrix processing, while gaining the conven-
ience of an array-processing language. Other utility routines are provided
to define the current system, to print error messages, to exit and to copy
strings. The description of functions provided by MVPACK Utility Subrou-
tines is given in Table 3.3. Their calling sequence is defined in Appendix A.



Routine Name

MALLOC
MCOPY
MDELET
MGARB
MINIT
MLOOK
MNAMRW
MTRUNC

TABLE 3.2

MEMORY MANAGEMENT ROUTINES

Function's Description

Allocate space in data TABLE*
Copy data
Delete space
Collects garbage from data TABLE
Initialize memory*
Scan directory
READ/WRITE matrix name
Truncate matrix name

*These routines are called only by other MVPACK library routines.

TABLE 3.3

UTILITY SUBROUTINES

Subroutine Name

CHKSYS

CREATE

GETCMD

INFO

MSTART

SETSYS

SETUP

MVERR

NDATE

PARSE

MVEXIT.EXFLAG

NOMAT.XNOMAT

CLRSP.GETU,
SHIFT,UPCASE

Function's Description

Check or define system name

Allocate storage for an array or a polynomial

Interact with supervisor tasks

Return the matrix type and the matrix dimensions.
For a polynomial it returns the number of factors
and the total order.

Return the actual starting position in data
TABLE

Define and report current system name

Set up memory directory and system name

Print messages

Return the date (call a machine dependent routine)

Copy strings

Execute clean exit from an application program

Used to inform the designer when loading a non-
existing matrix. NOMAT calls MVEXIT (XNOMAT,
EXFLAG to exit.

Manipulate string
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3.3 Disk Structure

The disk structure is a two-level hierarchy in which the upper level stores
named entities that are located through a directory. The lower level
stores polynomials and complex matrices that are accessed through secondary
directories stored in the upper level.

The disk data structure is organized within a disk file associated with the
system under study. The file is opened automatically when a program first
attempts to access it, and is initialized if it does not exist.

The file name is formed from the first six letters of the given system
name. The disk file is an unformatted direct-access file with 32-word
length records. It contains a header record, a directory area, and a data
area.

The formats of the header and of a directory entry are shown respectively
in Table 3.4 and in Figure 3.4.

The header contains information describing the file. It is read when the
file is opened and written to the file whenever an entity is saved.

TABLE 3.4

DISK FILE HEADER

Item Size (Bytes) Description

DKHNEWSPACE 2

DKHFREELENGTH 2

DKHFSEQ

DKHMAXENT

Address of first free record

Count of released records
not used

Frequency sequence number

Directory size

There are four directory entries in each file record. For an entry, the
disk word count DKDCOUNT (rounded up to an integral number of records) and
the starting record number DKDPOINT locate the entity in the data area; the
name DKDNAME identifies the entry in the directory. To minimize disk
accesses, the directory is searched using a division method hashing algo-
rithm on DKDNAME. When entries are deleted from a hash-coded table, it is
important to distinguish between deleted entries and unused entries. For
this reason, all the DKDNAMEs are initialized to End of File. When an
entry is deleted, its DKDNAME is set to End of String, indicating that it
is available for reuse.
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In the data area, each entity Is stored as an image of memory including
word count, dimensions, etc. Disk files in the DEC IAS Operating System
[2] are extended automatically so the data area expands as necessary.

The lower level of the disk data structure recognizes that rational poly-
nomial matrices and frequency-response matrices are inherently structured.
Within MVPACK, a polynomial matrix is stored, both on disk and in memory,
as an integer array in which each entry contains the disk record number and
word count for the corresponding polynomial. Therefore a complete polyno-
mial matrix, including the polynomial coefficients, is never loaded into
memory. Instead, the polynomial matrix is loaded and individual polynomial
elements are brought into memory as required by the processing algorithm.
This feature allows the processing of large polynomial matrices despite the
limited memory space. A polynomial can be accessed only through its inte-
ger array which functions as a sub-directory. A rational polynomial matrix
is stored in the same way, with a denominator matrix following the numera-
tor matrix. A frequency response matrix is stored as a family of curves,
so each entry is a sequence of complex numbers, similar to the coefficients
of a polynomial.

It would be possible to load a polynomial matrix and then open a new system
file, thus invalidating the disk addresses in the matrix. To prevent this,
the number of files opened while a program is running is counted, and this
number is recorded when a polynomial matrix is loaded or created. When the
polynomial matrix is referenced, the stored number is compared with the
number of the current file.

To ensure that all frequency-response matrices are associated with the same
list of frequencies, DKHFSEQ in the file header is incremented when the
frequency list is changed. When a frequency response matrix is written,
this number is stored in the matrix header, and if it does not agree with
DKHFSEQ, elements cannot be loaded.

Some of the subroutines used to perform the management of the disk data
structure are shown in Table 3.5. The function and the calling sequence of
all the disk structure routines are described in Appendix A.

4. MATHEMATICAL SUPPORT

4.1 Mathematical Libraries

The design and analysis algorithms of multivariable control systems require
extensive mathematical support. In MVPACK, this support is provided by
three separate libraries, respectively dedicated to real, complex, and
polynomial matrix arithmetic.

4.1.1 Library Structure

Each library is made up of a collection of specialized modules. Each
module consists of two subroutines, the data interface and the computing
primitive (except for polynomial matrix routines).
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TABLE 3.5

DISK DATA STRUCTURE ROUTINES

Routine Name Function's Description

DDELET

LOAD

SAVE

MPCOPY

MPLOAD

MPSAVE

DKFSEQ

DKCLOS

DKGET

DKHASH, DKRASH

DKINIT

DKLOOK

DKOPE

DSORT

Remove an entry from disk directory

Load an entity into memory

Save an entity on disk

Copy a polynomial

Load an element of a polynomial matrix

Save an element of a polynomial matrix

Increment DKHFSEQ by one in file header

Close the current system data file

Read a matrix or a polynomial from disk

Control hash-coding on DKDNAME

Initialize a new disk file

Search disk directory

Open the current system data file

Sort disk directory and print array names on the
user's terminal in alphabetical order
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The interface routine accesses the memory and disk data structures, it
validates array arguments for compatibility of type and dimensions, and
creates output arrays if necessary.

The primitive routine normally has the same name as the interface with an
added number. It processes as required the data stored as conventional
FORTRAN dimensioned variable arrays.

Since the modules can access the memory and disk data structures, their
arguments are array identifiers generated by the data structure routines.
Each module services a single well-defined function implemented via state-
of-the-art numerical methods.

The functions currently provided by the mathematical libraries are de-
scribed in Tables 4.1 to 4.3. The calling sequence of the routines is
described in Appendix B.

The polynomial library has two main parts: the P-subroutines (the last 9
subroutines in Table 4.3) and the MP-subroutines (the first 6 subroutines
in Table 4.3).

The P-subroutines perform polynomial arithmetic. Each module consists of
two subroutines, the data interface and the computing primitive.

The MP-subroutines perform polynomial matrix arithmetic. Each module
relies only on the P-subroutines to perform the algorithm.

4.1.2 Error Handling

In MVPACK, errors are generally detected when they occur, or when an
attempt is made to use an erroneous result. All library routines check
matrix validity before using a pointer, ensuring that processing of non-
existent matrices is not attempted. The routines in the Mathematical
Libraries check matrix type and dimensions before performing any calcula-
tions. Computational errors such as inversion of a singular matrix yield a
non-existent result (0 pointer). Thus even if the applications programmer
fails to code any checks, most errors are detected soon after they occur,
and before any damage is done. Detected errors are reported as coded num-
bers followed by a message and a traceback of the subroutine call chain.
This error handling mechanism enhances MVPACK reliability and protects the
operation of the package against both programmer and user errors.

4.2 Advanced Mathematical Facility

Almost always, a design or analysis algorithm is built step by step through
a sequence of well defined operations. An operation may itself require
execution of a set of complex mathematical manipulations. It may also
involve the application of a special matrix transformation or the usage of
a specific mathematical concept. Experience gained during implementation
of MVPACK showed that several completely different application algorithms
may have in common some of these types of operations. To speed up design
and implementation of application algorithms as well as to improve pro-
gramming efficiency, an advanced mathematical facility is implemented in
MVPACK. This facility, under continuous development, is a collection of
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TABLE 4.1

REAL MATRIX ALGEBRA ROUTINES

Routine Name Function's Description

MADD

MATINV, MINV

MATLU

MATMUL

MATRW

MCONT,MTNDEX

MLNS

MPRTRW

MRNS

MSOLVE

MSUBSP

MTRANS

VINPRD

Multi-purpose real matrix add subroutine

Invert a square matrix

Perform an LU factorization [3]

Form the matrix product A*B

Get or set an element of a matrix

Find the uncontrollable subspace of (A,B) and
return controllability indices

Find the left null space of a matrix

Perform matrix partitioning

Find the right null space of a matrix

Solve the linear equation AX=B

Find if x is a subspace of A

Form the transpose of a matrix

Form the inner product of two vectors
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TABLE 4.2

COMPLEX MATRIX LIBRARY ROUTINES

Routine Name Function's Description

MCADD

MCMAKE

MCMINV

MCMULT

MCPART

MCSIMA

MCSRD

MCTRAN

GENGW

GETFRQ

GETOLD

Multi-purpose complex matrix addition routine

Create a complex matrix from a given real matrix

Invert a complex matrix

Form the product of two complex matrices

Perform complex matrix partitioning

Form sI-A for a given complex matrix A

Close one negative feedback loop

Form the transpose of a complex matrix

Generate the frequency response over a desired range

Load or create the frequency list

Load or create a complex sequence matrix
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TABLE 4.3

POLYNOMIAL LIBRARY ROUTINES

Routine Name Function's Description

MPADD

MPINV

MPMAKE

MPMULT

MPPMUL

MPTRAN

PADD

PCOMB

PDIV

PEVAL

PGCD

PLCM

PMULT

PNORM

Add polynomial/rational matrices

Invert a polynomial/rational matrix

Convert a real matrix into a polynomial matrix

Multiply polynomial matrices or rational matrices;
with a common denominator

Multiply or divide a polynomial/rational matrix
by a polynomial

Form transpose of a polynomial/rational matrix

Add two polynomials

Convert a polynomial into a single-factor polynomial

Divide two polynomials

Evaluate a polynomial for a complex argument

Compute the greatest common divisor of two
polynomials

Compute the least common multiple of two polynomials

Multiply two polynomials

Remove small leading coefficients from a polynomial
by reducing the order

POLYRW Read or write selected coefficient of a polynomial
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independent modules. Each module implements a complex operation which may
have potential applications within several distinct design or analysis
algorithms. The modules currently available in the advanced mathematical
facility are described in Table 4.4.

TABLE 4.4

ADVANCED MATHEMATICAL FACILITY

Module Name Description

MLUCAN.MLUEN Transform the system defined by (A,B) to Luenberger
canonical form using the method of Aplevich [4]

ROSENH-ROSTEP Search for the maximum of the function U(x). The
algorithm is the Rosenbrock constrained minimization
procedure [5].

5. STRUCTURE OF MVPACK'S MODULES

5.1 Module Hierarchy

MVPACK is a set of modules that appears to the user as a calculator, with
natural transitions between modules. For flexibility and expandability
purposes, additions and replacements of modules must be simple, and it
should be possible to use developed modules as subroutines of new ones.

To meet these requirements, MVPACK1s modules are arranged in a hierarchy in
whigh ̂ jjntrol modules or supervisors accept commands and call the process-
ing modules. This hierarchic structure, shown in Figure 5.1, facilitates
the provision of a help mechanism to guide the user. Unrecognized commands
are passed back through the hierarchy, thus simplifying transition from one
application to another. In MVPACK, users can also use the help facility as
a pseudo database to store and share experiences gained in operating the
design and analysis modules.

5.2 Control of the Hierarchic Structure

Control of the hierarchic structure is implemented by a small disk file
organized as a pushdown stack. The file contains a header and an arbitrary
number of stack records.

The header holds data common to all programs in a session, as shown in
Table 5.1. In particular, it contains the stack pointer that identifies
the currently-active stack entry and the name of the system data file.

As shown in Table 5.1, each stack record contains the name of a program
file, the user account on which it is stored, and an integer array used by
a program to store its state before calling another program.
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SUPERVISOR S

DATA
I/O S
Data

Manipulations

MODULES

MVPACK
CAD

SYNT
State Space

Design and Analysis
Algorithms

Currently
7 Modules

are available

FREO
Frequency Response
Design and Analysis

Algorithms

Currently
13 Modules

are available

GEN

Experimental
Modules

Currently
9 Modules

are available

Currently
None

i

!-•
00

1

FIGURE 5.1 MVPACK HIERARCHIC STRUCTURE
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TABLE 5.1

TASK CONTROL FILE

Entry

Header

Stack
Record

Item

Level

System

Command

Disk

TI

Counter

Codes

Name

Account

Size (Bytes)

2

10

10

4

2

2

12

10

10

Description

Stack pointer

System name

Command being searched

Disk drive identifier
for data

Terminal identifier

Counter for creating
names

6 integer codes

Program name

Account where program is
stored

Stack
Records
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The management of this hierarchic structure is performed with the routines
described in Table 5.2, The calling sequence of these routines is defined
in Appendix A.

TABLE 5.2

HIERARCHIC STRUCTURE MANAGEMENT ROUTINES

Routine Names Description

TCALL

TCHN

TRETN

TCODE

TCOM

TINIT

TPUSH

TSYS

Start a task. The called task returns control
to the calling task

Start a task. Control is returned to the task
which activated the calling task

Return control to the task which called the
current task

Read/Write the 6 integer codes

Read/Write the current command

Initialize the control file and activate the
CAD supervisor

Push task name onto the stack

Read/Write the current system name

5.3 Argument Passing Mechanism

In order for MVPACK to have a calculator-like appearance with natural
transitions between modules, and to permit the use of developed modules as
subroutines of new ones, an argument passing mechanism has been developed.

This mechanism allows string information such as matrix names to be passed
from one task to another, avoiding the need to supply this information at
the beginning of each task. The information is placed in an array and
passed via the disk using the SAVE and LOAD routines of the disk data
structure (see Table 3.5).

5.4 Standard in Coding MVPACK Modules

A standard is valuable because it eliminates variation and the requirement
to make a decision. A consistent, uniform coding format allows the
pattern-recognition mechanism of the brain to contribute to understanding.
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The disciplines of top-down design and iterative refinement are used. The
objective is to partition a given problem into progressively simpler sub-
tasks. Each module is coded in four levels, driver, algorithm, interface,
and primitive, paralleling the data structure and reflecting the differing
nature of their interaction with it.

The top level is the driver level, typically the main program. It ini-
tializes the data structure, interacts with the control of the hierarchic
structure and may interact with the user.

The algorithm level contains the actual design algorithm. Arrays are
loaded from disk, passed as pointers to computing routines, and results are
saved on disk. There may be several subroutines at this level, each per-
forming part of a design calculation.

To interface the matrix pointers to the computing primitives, each primi-
tive has an interface-level routine. The interface routine obtains matrix
dimensions, checks errors, allocates results and work arrays, then calls
the primitive.

The lowest level is the primitive level, at which the code resembles con-
ventional FORTRAN. It is only at this level that matrices are dimensioned
according f.o type. It may be possible to include existing programs in
MVPACK at the primitive level by providing them with suitable interfaces.

MVPAGK modules are coded in RATFOR [1]. Appropriate use is made of the
RATFOR control structure. New MVPACK modules must take full advantage of
previous work, by using existing structures and concepts. It is recom-
mended to use library routines whenever possible.

To illustrate the standard coding format used in MVPACK, a sample program,
to add 1 to a matrix diagonal and to compute the eigenstructure of the
resulting matrix, is shown in Appendix D.

6. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS MODULES

6.1 General

The multivariable control problem consists of two parts: design and analy-
sis. Design methods perform a synthesis, based on design parameters pro-
vided by the designer, and possibly involving the designer interactively.
However, any design involves compromises, or approximations, so it is
important to have analysis tools for evaluation of the actual dynamic
response of the resulting controller. The design and analysis methods of
multivariable control systems are based on either state-space or the fre-
quency response techniques. MVPACK does not constrain the control system
engineer to a particular design philosophy. The modules currently avail-
able (see Table 6.1) provide the user with several design and analysis
techniques. The underlying mathematical development of these techniques is
described in References 6 to 20. In the following sections, a short
description of some of the design modules is given to illustrate the capa-
bility of the package.
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TABLE 6.1

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN MODULES OF MVPACK

Module Name Supervisor Function

CALC

EDI

EIG

LOA

LUEN

OUT

PCAL

DCOM

PLOT

PPCO

RED

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

SYNT

GRL

MODA-MODE

OPT-OPTA.OSIM

SYNT

SYNT

SYNT

SYNT

SYNT

SYNT

Interactive real and complex matrix
calculator

Data Editor

Perform eigenanalysis on a matrix

Load data from disk file into memory

Perform Luenberger canonical
transformation

Print selected matrices on the
lineprinter

Interactive polynomial and rational
matrix calculator

Design and analysis of a dynamic
compensator

Design of an integral controller

Design and analysis of a modal
controller

Design and analysis of a Kalman
filter-optimal controller

Plot results of open loop, closed-
loop simulation

Perform pole placement with con-
strained output feedback

Perform order reduction of linear
model

REG1-REG2 SYNT Perform pole shifting
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TABLE 6.1 (cont'd)

Module Name Supervisor Function

Closed-loop simulation

Simulation of linear model in state-
space

Produce Bode plots

Create an overall frequency-response
matrix from a block diagram

Evaluate the frequency response of a
transfer function matrix

Implement the Inverse Nyquist Array
design method

Generate Nyquist plots

Create a rational transfer function
matrix from a state-space model

6.2 Regulator Design Modules

The objectives of any process or plant regulators are stability augmenta-
tion, sensitivity reduction, and good steady-state tracking. MVPACK pro-
vides reliable, powerful tools to meet these objectives. Modules
MODE-MODA, REG1-REG2-GRL or DCOM can be used to design a conventional
proportional/integral (PI) controller to achieve the regulator
requirements.

MODE-MODA

Module MODE synthesizes a modal controller [6,7]. It performs a modal
analysis on the open-loop system and prompts for the modes to be shifted
and for the inputs to be used. It generates the controller matrices and
activates MODA to perform the controller analysis.

The importance of modal control is that it may guide the use of extra
measurements when a system has more outputs than inputs.

RSIM

SIM

BODE

COMB

GSGW

INA

NYQ

SSGS.SSGW

SYNT

SYNT

FREQ

FREQ

FREQ

FREQ

FREQ

FREQ
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REG1-REG2

REG1 synthesizes a proportional feedback, matrix to assign max(m,p) poles,
where m is the number of inputs, and p is the number of outputs [8]. REG1
computes and displays the open-loop eigenvalues and prompts for assigned
values. It then computes the feedback matrix, forms the plant closed-loop
A matrix, performs eigenanalysis, and displays the closed-loop poles. If
results are not satisfactory, the user can resume REG1, or call one of the
other pole-shifting modules. When results are satisfactory, the user can
automatically call the integral controller module GRL.

REG2 protects up to min(m,p)-l poles and computes a proportional feedback
matrix to assign max(m,p) poles. It displays open-loop poles and asks for
the number of protected poles. The user can select the protected poles, or
REG2 will protect an appropriate number of the fastest modes. REG2 prompts
for assigned values, calculates the feedback matrix, forms the closed-loop
matrix to obtain the closed-loop eigenstructure, then displays the closed-
loop poles. If results are not satisfactory, REG2 can be resumed. When
results are satisfactory, the user can call the integral controller module
GRL.

REG2 is used to improve the results from REG1 and should not be run without
REG1.

GRL

The purpose of GRL is to add integral action to the proportional controller
computed by REG1 or REG2. It may also be used ia connection with any other
proportional controller. It prompts for a gain coefficient to shape the
overall transient response, and it computes the gain matrix [9] of the
integral controller.

DCOM

DCOM extends the design technique implemented in REG1-REG2. It designs a
dynamic compensator, with pre-specified poles, that assigns a large number
of closed-loop poles [10].

DCOM prompts for the information required to compute the controller matri-
ces. DCOM is highly interactive, so the user can influence the design
step-by-step. The final result displayed by DCOM is the closed-loop eigen-
values. If they are not satisfactory, the user can resume DCOM at anv of
several levels. When results are satisfactory, the user can call RSIM to
evaluate the dynamic response of the closed-loop system.

6.3 Optimal Control Modules

The general problem of optimal control is to find a control law such that
the response of the system minimizes a specified performance index. The
performance index is to take into account engineering and economic con-
straints to ensure safe and efficient operation of the system. In MVPACK,
modules OPT-OPTA provide the facility to design an optimal deterministic
regulator and steady-state Kalman filter [11,12].
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Module OPT designs a linear-quadratic-optimal controller or a Kalman fil-
ter, by finding the solution of the appropriate matrix Riccati equation.
The duality of the two problems allows both to be solved using the same
technique [12]. The method involves the modal solution of the combined
state/co-state differential equations [13].

OPTA is a simplified version of OPT to aid in the interactive selection of
cost factors. The results of an optimal control design can be simulated
using the module OSIM.

6.4 Reduction of Linear Systems

For most control problems, the linear model derived from an available plant
model is too complex to meet the needs of the controller designer. Order
reduction is an analytical procedure that extracts the matrices of the
desired low-order model from the given high-order model. In MVPACK, two
reduction techniques are implemented in module RED to derive a reduced-
order, linear model from a given high-order model [14]. The philosophy of
the two techniques [15,16] is to drop the fast, stable modes, while retain-
ing all the unstable modes and the slow modes that lie in the bandwidth of
interest for the controller.

6.5 Optimization-Based Methods

Sometimes a control system must be designed to meet closed-loop performance
specifications as well as practical engineering and physical constraints.
Unfortunately, most of the design techniques cannot incorporate these prac-
tical constraints right into the design strategy. Thus the designed con-
troller must go through time-consuming, manual tuning with a possible
degradation in the overall performance. Optimization-based design
approaches have the potential to circumvent this type of problem. The
underlying principles of these techniques are:

- define cost functions or performance indices to describe
the control system specifications,

- select the physical and practical engineering constraints
which must not be violated, and

- derive an algorithm to solve the associated optimization
problem and compute the control law.

MVPACK includes such a flexible and powerfu.1. technique. The module PPCO
implements a design method for pole shifting with constrained output feed-
back [17]. It designs a structurally constrained controller to assign a
specified spectrum of the closed loop eigenvalues. Constraints may also be
put on the controller gains. PPCO is highly interactive, so the user can
influence the design step-by-step.
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6.6 Conversion of System Representations

Multivariable control techniques are based on either state-space or
frequency-response representations of the system. The state-space model
describes the system by a set of vector-matrix differential equations.
Such equations can be obtained from a conventional modelling process or
from a system-identification technique. The frequency-response model
describes the plant by a matrix of transfer functions representing the
dynamic coupling between each input and output. It can be obtained through
analytical derivations in the Laplace domain or via identification
techniques.

A typical development of a control system may involve state-space design
techniques followed by performance analysis in the frequency domain, and
vice versa. It is therefore important to provide facilities to perform
model conversion from one representation to the other. Modules SSGS-SSGW
have reliable numerical methods to convert a state-space model into a
transfer-function/frequency-response representation [4,18]. The implemen-
tation of the reverse operation is under study.

6.7 Inverse-Nyquist-Array Method

The most important of the multivariable frequency response methods [6] are
the Inverse-Nyquist-Array method (INA) of Rosenbrock [19] and the charac-
teristic locus method [20].

The main goal of Rosenbrock's method is to design pre- and post-
compensators so that the inverse of the open-loop frequency response matrix
is diagonally dominant. In MVPACK, the designer can use module INA to
obtain diagonal dominance. Module INA functions as a sub-supervisor driven
by user's commands. Once the diagonal dominance has been achieved, conven-
tional compensators can be designed for each of the resulting loops.

The characteristic locus method is a powerful but complex design and analy-
sis method which can be easily implemented in MVPACK if the need arises.

6.8 MVPACK Operation

A comprehensive description of the operation of the package is given in the
MVPACK User's Manual [21]. In this section, some of the operating features
of the package are described to illustrate its flexibility.

On the PDP-11/45 minicomputer of the Dynamic Analysis Laboratory at CRNL,
MVPACK is entered by the IAS MCR command CAD. CAD prints a header, then
prompts for the name of the system to be analyzed. The system name is
retained for the duration of a run, so all commands access the same data.
CAD then requests a command. The commands recognized by CAD are the names
of other supervisors, such as DATA. The user can activate the help mecha-
nism by entering "?". The operation of this mechanism reflects the hier-
archic structure described in Section 5.
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In the supervisor DATA, the user can set up the initial data through the
loading of disk input files or by editing interactively the system
matrices. This set of data is automatically inserted in the disk file of
the current System Name. Now the user can select the supervisor under
which he wants to operate and then choose the module he desires to
activate.

The hard copy of a simple run of MVPACK is shown in Appendix E to illus-
trate the use of the help mechanism, the loading of an input disk file, and
the operation of CALC, the interactive matrix calculator.

7. APPLICATIONS

7.1 General

As already stated in Section 6.2, the objectives of any process or plant
controller are regulation, stability augmentation, and sensitivity reduc-
tion. Accurate steady-state regulation is required to maintain the process
at the desired operating point. Regulation is obtained from high steady-
state gains, but instability may prevent the use of sufficient gain. So,
dynamic stability is a controller requirement, and the controller is often
required to augment the stability of an already stable plant. This is
equivalent to reducing response time, increasing phase margin, and shifting
the plant eigenvalues farther into the left half of the complex plane.
Finally, reduction of sensitivity to parameter variation is desired, since
the plant is not perfectly modelled, and plant parameters change with
time. MVPACK provides powerful tools for investigating and solving these
types of control system problems. To illustrate the capability of the
package, controllers for an evaporator, a nuclear steam generator, and an
aircraft are studied in the following sections.

7.2 Study of an Evaporator Control System

7.2.1 Model

The differential equations for an evaporator [22], linearized about a cer-
tain operating point, can be written as

x = Ax + Bu + D.d 7

Cx

The elements of vectors x, u, d and y are normalized perturbation variables
and their definitions in terms of the process variables are given in [22].
The elements of the system matrices A, B, C and D are described in the
evaporator disk input file for MVPACK, shown in Table 7.1. This model, a
fifth-order system with 3 inputs and 3 outputs, has the following open-loop
poles
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0.
-1.5xlO-2

• -3.8xlO-2

-7.7x10-2
-0.77

TABLE 7.1

LAYOUT OF EVAPORATOR INPUT FILE

EVAPOR
A
5,5
0,-.0011,-.1255,0,0
0,-.0755,.1255,0,0
0,-.0060,-.7741,0,0
0,-.0012,-.1448,-0.015,.0001
0,.0393,.1448.0,-.0380
B
5,3
0,-.0766,0
0,0,0
.2160,0,0
0,.0795,-.0381
0,-.0414,0
C
3,5
1,0,0,0,0
0,0,0,1,0
0,0,0,0,1
D
5,3
.1098,0,0
-.0333,.0766,0
-.0188,0,.0911
0,0,0
0,0,0

7.2.2 Controller Designed with the Dynamic Compensator Module DCOM

The control objectives are to achieve stability, with a non-oscillatory but
reasonably fast response, while keeping system outputs within certain
physical limits. Using DCOM interactively, it was found that a compensator
of order r=l, with its pole at the origin, can be used to assign any de-
sired response spectrum to the closed-loop system. It was also found that
this can be achieved by using only two inputs. Therefore the input weight-
ing vector q=(2.5,l.2,0) was chosen with its non-zero elements selected to
shape the closed-loop transients. The poles positioned at

(-0.03, -0.04, -0.06, -0.2, -0.4, -0.7)

were found to satisfy these objectives.
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The computed feedback matrix that assigns the closed-loop poles to the
specified locations is

K =

-5

-2

0

0

.34

.56

.67

-21

-10

0

- 7

.76

.45

.38

-5

- 2

0

- 0

.35

.57

.12

2

1

0

0

.5

• 2
(7.2)

To assess the dynamic response, the closed-loop system was simulated and
perturbed with a feed-flow disturbance of +20%.

The results given in Figure 7.1 show that the system response is stable and
sufficiently fast. Also, it recovers from the disturbance with acceptable
steady-state errors on the levels. It is interesting to note that the
steady-state performance of the concentration can be improved by using the
control loop left open during pole shifting.

7.2.3 PI Controller with Modules REG1-REG2-GRL

The requirement of perfect steady-state tracking with respect to step dis-
turbances is now added to the control objectives.

REG1 and REG2 are used to obtain the proportional controller and GRL is
used to introduce the integral action. The design process starts with the
activation of REG1 and proceeds through the following steps:

(i) REG1 computes the open—loop eigenstructure and shows that
with the eigenvalues,

(0, -0.15, -0.038, -0.0766, -0.773)

the evaporator is open-loop unstable.

(ii) Upon request, the control input weighting vector q = (1.0,
10.0, 1.0) is entered.

(iii) REG1 reports that 3 closed-loop poles can be assigned and
asks to enter the desired values which in this case are
(-0.1, -0.2, -0.3).

(iv) REG1 computes the feedback matrix K01 (see Table 7.2), per-
forms the closed-loop eigenstructure analysis, and displays
the closed-loop poles

(-0.048, -0.1, -0.2, -0.28, -0.3).

(v) REG1 is asked to call REG2.

(vi) REG2 received the command to protect the poles at -0.28 and
-0.3 and to shift the remaining poles to (-0.15, -0.50,
-0.95).
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First Effect
Level

Second Effect
Level

Second Effect
Concentration

20

10
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10

100

FIGURE 7.1 CLOSED-LOOP RESPONSE OF EVAPORATOR WITH DYNAMIC COMPENSATOR
TO STEP DISTURBANCE OF 20% IN FEED FLOW
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TABLE 7.2

FEEDBACK MATRICES COMPUTED

BY REG1, REG2, GRL and RSIM

KOI
r
L
3.
30
3.

01564
.1564
01564

3.
34
3.

44569
.4569
44569

0
7
0

.789121

.89121

.789121

KO2 =
-66.2399
1598.15
404.753

-98.3139
2372.00
600.738

-44.5703
1075.34
272.343

K03 ft
L o.

-6.322425E-02
62831
407768

-9.486817E-02
2.40645
0.604577

-4.427570E-02
1.08345
0.274127

K =

63.2242
-1628.31
-407.768
-1.00000
0.000000
0.000000

94.8682
-2406.45
-604.183
0.000000
-1.00000
0.000000

43.7812 6.322425E-02 9.486817E-O2 4.427570E-02
-1083.23 -1.62831
-273.132 -0.407768
0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000
-1.00000 0.000000

-2.40645
-0.604577
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

-1.08345
-0.274127
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
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(vii) REG2 computes the feedback matrix K02 (see Table 7.2) and
displays the resulting closed-loop poles

(-0.15, -0.28, -0.30, -0.50, -0.95).

(viil) REG2 is asked to call GRL which computes the integral con-
troller gain K03 (see Table 7.2) and in its turn calls module
RSIM.

(ix) RSIM forms the total feedback matrix

K01+K02 K03

K = - (7.3)

I 0

and performs the simulation of the closed-loop system.

The results of the simulation, given in Figures 7.2 and 7.3, show that the
system response is stable and sufficiently fast. Also, it recovers from
the disturbance with excellent steady-state performance.

7.3 Optimal Control of a Nuclear Steam Generator

7.3.1 Design Model

This steam generator [23] differs from a CANDU* boiler in that it has no
preheater, and feedwater enters at the top of the downcomer. Under small
perturbations, its dynamics can be described by a 15th-order, 2-input and
2-output, linear model

x = Ax + Bu

(7.4)
y = Cx

The definition of vectors x, u and y in terms of the process variables, and
the elements of the system matrices A, B and C are given in [7].

No attempt has been made to produce a 15th-order optimal controller.
Instead, MVPACK reduction module RED was used to obtain a 6th-order reduced
model [14] for the design of the filter and of the controller.

7.3.2 Kalman Filter Design

The Kalman-Bucy filter was designed on the 6th-order reduced model.
For simulation, the plant was considered free of output noise. So, the
actual role of the filter, once implemented on the complete model, is to

*CANada Deuterium Uranium
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First Effect
Level

Second Effect
Level

Second Effect
Concentration

100

FIGURE 7.2 CLOSED-LOOD RESPONSE OF EVAPORATOR WITH PI CONTROLLER TO
STEP DISTURBANCE OF 20% ON FIRST EFFECT LEVEL
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FIGURE 7.3 CLOSED-LOOP RESPONSE OF EVAPORATOR WITH PI CONTROLLER TO
STEP DISTURBANCE OF 20% ON SECOND EFFECT LEVEL
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produce an estimate of the 6 desired state variables, filtering the inac-
curacies of the reduced model. The noise covariance factors were chosen
using OPTA with the aim of obtaining filter dynamics that are faster than
the expected dynamics of the optimal controller. Since 0 must be nonsingu-
lar, a small amount of output noise was assumed.

The filter parameters finally chosen were

S = diag(103, 103, 106, 106, 106, 106)

9 = diag(l, 1)

(7.5)

(7.6)

The resulting gain matrix is

2.0978
53.823
850.10
13.659
289.92
797.08

180.63
2.0978
48.931

-996.37
8.5383

-0.78672

(7.7)

and the filter eigenvalues are -0.2511, -1.743, -26.92+jl5.01,
-9O.51+J87.7O.

A simulation of this filter for estimating the 6 desired state variables
from the output of the 15th-order model is shown in Figure 7.4, where each
variable is plotted with its estimate. The test disturbance is a trape-
zoidal pulse in steam valve position.

7.3.3 Optimal Controller Design

The controller was also designed on the 6th-order reduced model. The value
of OPTA for controller design was found very limited, at least in this
case. Indeed, OPTA gives no indication of the gains required, and one must
know the desired poles a priori. So, the main tool used in selecting the
cost factors was simulation of the reduced model with its deterministic
controller.

The weighting factors finally selected are a reasonable compromise between
the dynamics of the states and the control actions. The chosen cost
matrices are

Q

R

diag(6, 0.4, 0.04, 0.04, 0.04, 0.04)

diag(10\ 104)

(7.8)

(7.9)
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and the resulting state-feedback matrix is

-9.92xlO-4 -3.43xlO~3 -3.82xlO~3 0.212 -8.95xl0~3 -2.22xl0~3

K =
2.12xlO~2 2.98xlO~'t -6.41X10-1* -1.026 2.81xlO~2 - 1 .

(7.10)

The closed-loop poles of the reduced model with this controller are
-1.63xl0~2, -7.06xKT2, -0.363+J0.044, -0.902+J0.249. When this controller
is applied to the full model, the first 8 poles are -1.63xl0~2, -7.O5xlO~2,
-0.362+J0.044, -0.901+J0.249, -1.32, -1.43. The effect of the controller
on the full model is almost identical to its effect on the reduced model.
The remaining plant poles remain to the left of the controlled poles.

The controller was simulated with constant setpoints and an initial pres-
sure deviation of 480 kPa (70 psi). The controller must then act to re-
store the pressure. Figure 7.5 shows the inputs and outputs for the deter-
ministic case, in which the 6 states required are known exactly. The same
transient is shown in Figure 7.6, but the states are obtained from the
6th-order Kalman filter. The response is close to the deterministic case,
though the feedwater flow (u2) shows the effect of inaccurate estima-
tion. For this run, the filter was initialized with the actual initial
state, including the pressure deviation. In practice, such a deviation
would result from an unknown disturbance, and the filter initial state
would be 0. This case is shown in Figure 7.7. The output response is
essentially unchanged, but the feedwater flow now goes sharply negative
initially, as it is acting on incorrect information.

These results demonstrate the potential of state-space methods to generate
practical controllers having new structures.

7.4 Optimization-Based Controller for an Aircraft

7.4.1 Model

For a simplified flight control problem, dealing with the inner loop
lateral axis, the aircraft dynamics can be described by the differential
equations [24]

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) (7-11)
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vector x defines the state variables:

6r

9

stability axis roll rate

stability axis yaw rate

angle of sideslip

aileron deflection

rudder deflection

bank angle

rad/s

rad/s

rad

rad

rad

rad

The input and output vectors are, respectively,

u =
5rc rudder command

aileron command

The elements of matrices A, B and C are given in [17],

With its poles at (3.18xl0~5±j0.7, -0.2, -0.78, -5.0, -10.0), the system is
open-loop unstable.

Simulation analysis [17] showed that the system has highly coupled dynamics
dominated by the unstable complex modes.

7.4.2 Control Objectives

The control objectives are to achieve stability and fast response with
critical damping factor. It is also desired to reduce significantly the
effects of the internal couplings on the dynamics of the aircraft. The
poles positioned at (-0.05, -1.77+jl.77, -4, -100, -200) were found to
satisfy stability, speed and damping requirements. The decoupling of the
control actions was based on the following principles:

The rudder command signal should be a function of the sideslip angle, the
rudder angle and the yaw rate. To reduce interaction between the control
actions, the rudder control should not respond directly to changes in the
roll rate and aileron deflection.
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The resulting structure for the feedback matrix is

K12

K21

(7.12)

7.4.3 Controller Designed with Module PPCO

With the feedback structure (7.12), module PPCO was activated with the fol-
lowing input parameters:

Weight factors (20, 0.4, 0.25, 0.25, 0.01, 0.005)

Poles (-0.05, -1.77+J1.77, -4, -100, -200)

Initial feedback matrix K = [0]

Gain limits none

The computed feedback matrix after 600 iterations is

K =

0

-5.59

18.14

0

-37.18

4.17

0

-9.84

9.66

and the assigned closed-loop eigenvalues are:

-0.05

-1.77+J1.77

-4.0

-100

-200

showing that exact pole shifting was achieved.

The closed-loop simulation results (see Figures 7.8 to 7.10) show that all
the design specifications are met, The system is stable and rapidly re-
jects perturbations with a good damping. The dynamic couplings are reduced
and the roll rate response is now independent from the slowest mode.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

The multivariable, interactive nature of nuclear and complex process plants
is becoming important as unit capacity grows and more performing control
systems are required. The concepts of multivariable control provide an
organized and rigorous framework for solution of the problem of dynamic
coupling. They lead to techniques which can handle the simultaneous analy-
sis of several plant variables, with the capability to meet system perfor-
mance specification during the design of the controller.

However, analysis of multivariable systems is complex. Interactive, power-
ful digital computer programs are required, both to perform arithmetic on
real, complex and polynomial matrices, and to execute the complex algo-
rithms used in raultivariable techniques.

This report has described MVPACK, a Computer-Aided-Control-System-Design
(CACSD) package, developed in the Reactor Control Branch of the Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories. The report has reviewed the specifications used in
the design and implementation of MVPACK. The organization of the database,
the mathematical facilities and the structure of the package have been
thoroughly described. The function and the calling sequence of routines
making up MVPACK support libraries have also been described. The variety
and the power of the functions and operations implemented in these
libraries allow MVPACK design and analysis algorithms to be built rapidly
with existing blocks.

A short description of some of the design modules and some application
examples were given to illustrate the capability of the package. The
application modules currently available in MVPACK offer a wide spectrum of
tools for the design of multivariable control systems. Built as a modular
open-aided package, new design and analysis modules can be added to MVPACK
as needs arise.

It is being planned to improve the capability of the advanced mathematical
library and to add graphics facility to MVPACK.

The package is currently operational in the Dynamic Analysis Laboratory of
the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) on a DEC PDP-11/45 computer,
under the IAS 3.1 operating system, and in the Department of Electrical
Engineering at the Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal on a PDP-11/60 computer
under RSX-11M. Functions specific to operating system are limited and
localized, so the package can be adapted to new environments.
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APPENDIX A

DATA STRUCTURE AND UTILITY LIBRARY

A.I Introduction

The data structure of MVPACK includes memory, disk file, and task control
structures. A library of specialized routines is provided to handle the
management of structures. The description and calling sequence of these
routines are given in the following sections. Parameters and constants
which are not explicitly described are defined in MVPACK definition file
MVPACK DEF.

A.2 Memory Management Routines

MALLOC

MALLOC allocates SIZE words of space in TABLE and enters NAME and TYPE into
the directory. The allocated space in TABLE is set to zero. If, on the
first attempt, there is no room in TABLE, a "garbage collection" of TABLE
is done. If the array cannot be allocated, a fatal error is generated.
MALLOC should be declared POINTER in the calling program. This routine is
called only by other MVPACK library routines. The calling sequence is

MALLOC(NAME,TYPE,SIZE)

where

CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) //Name of array to be allocated
INTEGER TYPE #Type of matrix

SIZE //Number of words to be allocated

RETURNS MALLOC Index of directory entry

MCOPY

MCOPY copies the desired array and returns a pointer to the copy. The name
is set to "COPY". MCOPY should be declared POINTER in the calling pro-
gram. The calling sequence is

MCOPY(IPTR)

where

POINTER IPTR //Identifier of array to be copied
RETURNS MCOPY Identifier of copy

MDELET

MDELET deletes entry IPTR from TABDIR and updates all the linkage
pointers. It also sets IPTR to zero to prevent accidental re-use. TABDIR
is the directory of the memory structure. The calling sequence is
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Call MDELET(IPTR)

where

INTEGER IPTR //Index of entry to be deleted

MGARB

MGARB collects all the garbage of TABLE, readjusting all the pointers in
TABDIR and recalculating FREESPACE. The calling sequence is

Call MGARB

MINIT

MINIT initializes the directory pointers, allocating all blocks to the free
list. The calling sequence is

Call MINIT

MLOOK

MLOOK searches TABDIR, starting at LISTHEAD, looking for NAME. MLOOK
should be declared POINTER in the calling program. The calling sequence is

MLOOK(NAME)

where

CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) //Matrix name

RETURNS MLOOK Pointer to TABDIR. Returns NO
if not found

MNAMRW

MNAMRW reads or writes the name of the array identified by INDEX.
This permits the renaming of an array, and allows subroutine output arrays
to be named after creation. • MNAMRW is also used to obtain the name for use
in error messages. The calling sequence is

Call MNAMRW(INDEX,NAME,CODE)

where

POINTER INDEX Position in TABDIR (array identifier)
CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) Name of array
INTEGER CODE READCODE to read the name,

WRITECODE to write it
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MTRUNC

MTRUNC takes the input name and truncates it to a maximum of NAMLNG charac-
ters in NAMOUT. The calling sequence is

Call MTRUNC(NAME,NAMOUT)

where

CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) Name to be truncated
NAMOUT(NAMLNG) Truncated name

A.3 Routines for Disk File Management

DDELET

DDELET removes an entry from the directory of the disk file. The calling
sequence is

Call DDELET(NAME,FOUND)

where

CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) #Name of array to be deleted
INTEGER FOUND #Return code — YES for success;

NO if name not in directory

LOAD

LOAD reads the array from the file and returns the index in TABDIR. This
index value is then used to identify the copy of the array in memory. The
data is assumed to have been formatted by SAVE. LOAD should be declared
POINTER in the calling program. LOAD is activated through the statement

A = LOAD(NAME)

where

CHAR NAME (NAMLNG) //Name of array to be loaded

RETURNS LOAD in A Index in TABDIR. Returns NO if
not in directory

SAVE

SAVE writes the array, identified by INDEX, to the disk file. A fatal
error results if the directory is full. The array name is obtained from
the memory directory. The calling sequence is

Call SAVE(IPTR)

where

POINTER IPTR #Index(matrix iden t i f i e r )
in TABDIR
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MCOPY

MCOPY creates a copy of a polynomial, rational, or complex matrix. MPCOPY
should be declared POINTER in the calling program. The result must be
named and SAVEd to make it permanent. The calling sequence is

MPCOPY(A)

where

POINTER A //Matrix to be copied

RETURNS MPCOPY Copy of A

MPLOAD

MPLOAD loads the polynomial element (IP,JP) from polynomial matrix A, and
returns a pointer to the polynomial. If the pointer A is negative, the
denominator element of a rational matrix is read. A unit polynomial is
created for the denominator of a polynomial matrix. MPLOAD also loads a
complex matrix or plot from a set of complex matrices. MPLOAD should be
declared POINTER in the calling program. The calling sequence is

MPLOAD(A,IP,JP)

where

POINTER A //Polynomial matrix
INTEGER IP, JP //Position of polynomial to read

RETURNS MPLOAD Pointer to polynomial

MPSAVE

MPSAVE stores the polynomial element (IP.JP) in the polynomial matrix A.
If the pointer A is negative, MPSAVE saves a denominator element in a
rational matrix. MPSAVE may modify the matrix A in memory. The matrix
must be SAVEd to make the change permanent. The calling sequence is

Call MPSAVE(A,IP,JP,IPOLY)

where

POINTER A //Polynomial matrix
IPOLY //Polynomial to be saved

INTEGER IP, JP //Position for polynomial

DKFSEQ increments the value of DKHFSEQ by one in the file header. DKHFSEQ
is used for data consistency checks. It should be called whenever a new
set of frequencies are generated. The calling sequence is

Call DKFSEQ
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DKCLOS

DKCLOS closes the current system data file. This causes all matrices of
polynomial structure to become invalid. The calling sequence is

Call DKCLOS

DKGET

DKGET reads a matrix or a polynomial from the disk. It obtains the start-
ing disk address, and the disk word count, from CONTRL, and reads the data
to memory beginning at A. The data include the memory word count, so any
unused space is recovered by MGARB. The calling sequence is

Call DKGET(CONTRL,A)

where

INTEGER CONTRL(2) //Disk address and word count
A(l) //Start of data

DKHASH

DKHASH performs a division method hash on NAME. DKHASH must be declared
INTEGER in the calling program. The calling sequence is

DKHASH(NAME)

where

CHAR NAME (NAMING) //Array name

RETURNS DKHASH Coded value of NAME

DKRASH

DKRASH does an add-the-hash rehash. This will search the whole directory,
if the number of entries, DKMAXENT, is prime. DKRASH must be declared
INTEGER in the calling program. The calling sequence is

DKRASH(OLDHSH,HASH1)

where

INTEGER OLDHSH //Previous hash
HASH1 Initial hash

RETURNS DKRASH Newly calculated hash
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DKINIT

DKINIT Initializes a new disk data file. It is called by DKOPE when the
file for the current system cannot be found. The name is passed at the
beginning of DKDIR. The calling sequence is

Call DKINIT

DKLOOK

DKLOOK searches the disk directory for NAME. It causes DKDIR to be de-
fined. If NAME is not found, DKDIR is positioned to the first available
location suitable for NAME. DKLOOK must be declared INTEGER in the calling
program. The calling sequence is

DKLOOK(NAME)

where

CHAR NAME (NAMLNG) #Array name

RETURNS DKLOOK YES — Name found, directory read
NO — Not found, directory available
DKDIRFULL — No room left in directory

DKOPE

DKOPE opens the current system data file on logical unit DKDATA. DKOPE
obtains the system name from the TSYS subroutine, and saves it in SYSNAM.
The name of the file is constructed from the first six letters of the sys-
tem name, with the extension "MVD". If no file is found, DKOPE creates
one, and initializes it. The calling sequence is

Call DKOPE

DSORT

DSORT sorts the current system directory and prints the array names on the
user's terminal in alphabetical order. DSORT is the user interface to the
rest of the directory sort programs. The calling sequence is

Call DSORT

DKPINF

DKPINF verifies that the proper file is open, and returns the address in
TABLE corresponding to matrix element IP,JP. This position in TABLE con-
tains a polynomial descriptor pair consisting of disk record number and
disk word count, as used by DKGET and DKPUT. Note that this address be-
comes invalid if MGARB is allowed to run. If A is negative, the descriptor
for a denominator element of a rational matrix is returned. DKPINF returns
NO if a non-existent denominator element is requested. DKPINF must be
declared INTEGER in the calling program. The calling sequence is
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DKPINF(A,IP,JP)

where

POINTER A //Matrix pointer

INTEGER IP, JP //Position of polynomial to examine

RETURNS DKPINF Position in TABLE for CONTRL data

DKPUT

DKPUT writes data from memory to the file. It obtains the disk address,
and the size of the available disk space, from CONTRL. If the space is too
small for the word count given in A(l), it obtains new space, and redefines
CONTRL. The calling sequence is

Call DKPUT(CONTRL.A)

where

INTEGER CONTRL(2) //Disk address and word count
A(l) ' //Start of data (word count)

DKRDIR

DKRDIR reads the file record containing directory entry DKIND, and defines
DKREC and DKCOL so that others can access the entry. DKRDIR is the only
program that reads the disk directory. DKREC is the current record number
and DKCOL indicates the active entry in the current record. The calling
sequence is

Call DKRDIR(DKIND)

where

INTEGER DKIND //Number of directory entry

DKUPDT

DKUPDT writes the current disk directory entry, and rewrites the file
header. The calling sequence is

Call DKUPDT

DSFORM

DSFORM moves a name from the directory buffer to the appropriate column of
the screen buffer for display. The calling sequence is

Call DSFORM(ICOL,NAME,WORK)
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where

INTEGER ICOL //Column number of table on screen
CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) //Name to place in buffer

WORK(MAXSTR) //Line buffer

DSHELL

DSHELL provides the control logic for a Shell sort of N items. Function
DSORDR returns YES if item I should be before J in the array being sorted,
NO otherwise. DSWAP(I,J) exchanges entries I and J. This scheme permits
any collating sequence to be used and allows any type of records to be
sorted. The calling sequence is

Call DSHELL(DIRARY,PTRARY,N)

INTEGER DIRARY(DKDENTRY,1) //Directory to sor t
PTRARY(l) //Pointer to d i rec tory entry
N //Number of elements to sor t

DSLOAD

DSLOAD places all the active directory entries into DIRARY, initializes
PTRARY, and finds N. This routine calls the disk system directly. The
calling sequence is

Call DSLOAD(DIRARY,PTRARY,N)
where

INTEGER DIRARY(DKDENTRY,1) //Directory area
PTRARY(l) //Pointer to directory entries
N //Number of active entries

DSORDR

DSORDR is an interface to the primitive ordering function DSORD1. DSORDR
must be declared INTEGER in the calling program. The calling sequence is

DSORDR(I,J.DIRARY,PTRARY)

where

INTEGER I //Index of element to test
J
DIRARY(DKDENTRY.l) //Directory to sort

PTRARY(l) //Pointers to directory

RETURNS DSORDR YES if in order, NO otherwise

DSPRNT

DSPRNT prints the sorted directory on the terminal, alphabetically by
columns. The calling sequence is
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Call DSPRNT(DIRARY,PTRARY,N)

where

INTEGER DIRARY(DKDENTRY.l) //Directory to pr in t
PTRARY(l) //Pointer to directory en t r i e s
N //Number of act ive en t r ies

DSWAP

DSWAP exchanges entries I and J in the array IPTR. The calling sequence is

Call DSWAP(I,J,IPTR)

where

INTEGER I,J //Indices of array elements to be exchanged
IPTR(l) //Array whose elements are exchanged

A.4 Routines for Hierarchic Structure Management

TCALL

TCALL starts task NAME stored under user identification code UIC. If the
UIC is missing or null, the UIC of the current program is used. A blank
for the UIC will cause use of the "current UIC" under which this task is
running, i.e. the user's UIC. TCALL should normally be followed by EXIT
call. The calling sequence is

Call TCALL (NAME,UIC)

CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) //Name of t ask to be c a l l e d
UIC(NAMLNG) //UIC where t ask i s s t o r e d

TCHN

TCHN starts task NAME stored under user identification code UIC. It func-
tions the same as TCALL, but the task is started on the current level.
This means that the called task will return to the task which called the
current task, rather than to the current task. TCHN should be used when
several modules must always be executed in sequence. TCHN should normally
be followed by EXIT. TCHN is an entry point to TCALL. The calling se-
quence is

Call TCHN(NAME,UIC)
where

CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) //Name of task to be called
UIC (NAMLNG) //UIC where the task is stored
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TRETN

TRETN executes a return to the task which called the current task. Most
tasks will end with a TRETN, normally followed by EXIT. TRETN is an entry
point to TCALL. The calling sequence is

Call TRETN

TCODE

TCODE reads and writes the vector of code numbers stored in the SYSTEMFILE
record for the current task. These may be used by the task to record its
state before calling a subtask. VECT must be dimensioned to at least
ABS(N) in the calling program. The calling sequence is

Call TCODE(N,VECT)

where

INTEGER N //Number of words to be moved
positive to write
negative to read

VECT(l) //Vector for data

TCOM

TCOM reads or writes the current command. It will normally be used when a
task wishes to pass an unrecognized command back to its caller. Supervisor
tasks should check TCOM before they request a command from the operator,
and they should clear it after use. The calling sequence is

Call TCOM(STRING,CODE)

where

CHAR STRING(NAMLNG) Command

INTEGER CODE READCODE or WRITECODE

TINIT

TINIT initializes the SYSTEMFILE and activates the CAD supervisor. It is
used only in program CAD. The calling sequence is

Call TINIT

TPUSH

TPUSH pushes NAME and UIC onto the stack. If the UIC is missing or null,
the UIC of the current program is used. TPUSH makes it possible to program
a number of tasks for subsequent execution. Note that, after execution of
TPUSH, the current level no longer corresponds to the current task. The
calling sequence is

Call TPUSH(NAME.UIC)
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where

CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) //Name of task to be pushed
UIC(NAMLNG) //UIC where task is stored

TSYS

TSYS reads or writes the current system name. The system name is used by
DDSYS to identify the problem under study. The calling sequence is

Call TSYS(STRING,NAME)

where

CHAR STRING(NAMLNG)
INTEGER CODE

/ /Sys tem name
//READCODE o r WRITECODE

ARGNEW

ARGNEW creates a vector long enough to hold SIZE characters, including EOSs
and EOF. ARGSYS uses a byte pointer, so the maximum SIZE is 125 charac-
ters. The vector is initialized for ARGRW. ARGNEW must be declared
POINTER in the calling program. The calling sequence is

where

INTEGER SIZE
CHAR NAME(l)

EIG=ARGNEW(SIZE,NAME)

//Number of characters to be allocated
#Name for argument list — string

RETURNS ARGNEW in EIG Pointer to argument buffer

ARGRW

ARGRW reads data into STRING from the buffer identified by INDEX, or writes
it from STRING into the buffer. Each call to ARGRW transfers one string,
terminated by EOS. The end of the buffer is marked by EOF. An attempt to
read past the end of the array returns EOF in STRING. An invalid CODE will
cause the internal pointer to be reset, rewinding the array. The calling
sequence is

where

INTEGER EIG
CHAR STRING(l)
INTEGER CODE

Call ARGRW(EIG,STRING,CODE)

//Identifier of data buffer
//Data for transfer
//READCODE for read
WRITECODE for write
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ARGRW1

ARGRWl is an internal routine for ARGSYS. It reads or writes the next
string in BUFFER. The caller supplies STRING to accept or supply the
string. Switching between reading and writing causes the BUFFER pointer to
be reset to the beginning of the array. An undefined CODE will also cause
the pointer to be reset.

The first two bytes of the buffer are used for control information.
BUFFER(l) contains a read/write flag, with the same interpretation as
CODE. This is needed because BUFFER is processed sequentially, so it can-
not be open for reading and writing at the same time. BUFFER(2) is the
index of the next character in BUFFER to be read or written. The calling
sequence is

Call ARGRWl(CODE.STRING,BUFFER,M)

where

INTEGER CODE //READCODE to read BUFFER

//WRITECODE to write BUFFER
//2 to initialize BUFFER

CHAR STRING(l), #Data read or written
BUFFER(M) #Array holding arguments

INTEGER M //Size of BUFFER

A.5 MVFACK Utility Routines

CHKSYS

CHKSYS checks to see if the system name is defined, and obtains it from the
operator if necessary. The calling sequence is

Call CHKSYS

CREATE

CREATE allocates storage for an array. The array dimensions are stored in
the first two data words for retrieval using INFO.

For a polynomial, M is the order, and N is not required. CREATE creates a
polynomial with one factor, of order M, with all coefficients zero. CREATE
must be declared POINTER in the calling program. The calling sequence is

A = CREATE(REALMAT,"A",M,N)

where

INTEGER REALMAT //Matrix type (Real)
"A" //Matrix name
INTEGER M //Number of rows

N #Number of columns

RETURNS CREATE in A Index in TABDIR (array identifier)
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GETCMD

GETCMD is used by supervisor tasks to obtain the next command. It issues a
prompt and returns the input read in MESG. If a null line is entered, the
prompt and read sequence is repeated. If Z is entered, "BYE" is returned
to cause an organized exit. The calling sequence is

Call GETCMD(PROMPT,MESG)

where

CHAR PROMPT(l) //Prompt to be p r in ted
MESG(Namlng) //Returns command from terminal

INFO

INFO returns the matrix type in TYPE, and the matrix dimensions in DOPE.
If INDEX refers to a polynomial, DOPE contains the number of factors, and
the total order. The calling sequence is

Call INFO(INDEX,TYPE,DOPE)

where

INTEGER INDEX //Index in TABDIR (array identifier)
TYPE //Returns matrix type
DOPE(INFSIZ) //Returns the information

MSTART

MSTART returns the actual starting position of the data in TABLE. It uses
the TYPE to determine the offset from MPOINT to the first word of data.
MSTART is not defined for polynomial matrices. MSTART, an INTEGER func-
tion, is activated by the statement

MSTART(INDEX)

INTEGER INDEX Index in TABDIR (array identifier)

RETURNS MSTART Start of actual data in TABLE

SETSYS

SETSYS defines the current system name and reports it to the terminal. The
calling sequence is

Call SETSYS(NAME)

where

CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) //Name of sys tem
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SETUP

SETUP sets MAXTAB to N and calls MINIT. It then uses CHKSYS to ensure that
the system name is defined. The calling sequence is

Call SETUP(N)

when

INTEGER N //Size of TABLE

MVERR

MVERR prints the two messages, concatenated, followed by a traceback gen-
erated by TRACE. Two messages are provided to allow the second message to
be a variable string, such as a filename or an encoded number. The name of
the program encountering the error appears on the second line of the trace-
back. If the first message is a negative integer, it is printed as a posi-
tive error number. In this case, MESS2 is ignored. The calling sequence
is

Call MVERR(CODE,MESS1,MESS2)

where

INTEGER CODE FATAL or WARNING
CHAR MESS1(2) #First message, or negative error number

MESS2(1) //Second message — EOS if none

NDATE

NDATE uses the IAS subroutine DATE, and exchanges the day and the year.
The calling sequence is

Call NDATE(BUFFER)

where

CHAR BUFFER(g) //Returns date in international format

PARSE

PARSE copies IN to OUT, stopping at DELIM, or at EOS. DELIM is not
copied. The contents of IN are replaced by the contents of IN following
DELIM. The calling sequence is

Call PARSE(DELIM,IN,OUT)

where

CHAR DELIM //Delimiter to be found
IN(1) //Input string
OUT(l) //Output string
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MVEXIT

MVEXIT causes an organized exit from an application program. The calling
sequence is

Call MVEXIT

NOMAT

NOMAT informs the user if the system has tried to load a non-existing
matrix. It calls MVEXIT to exit from the current module. The calling
sequence is

IF(NAME==NO) Call NOMAT(NAME)

where

CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) //Matrix name

EXFLAG

EXFLAG puts module NAME in SSXXYYZZ and stores it on the user system file.
It returns control to the calling module. A higher level module can then
use OUTFLG to load SSXXYYZZ to detect a request for emergency exit. The
calling sequence is

Call EXFLAG(NAME)
where

CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) //Name of module requesting the
emergency exit

OUTFLG

OUTFLG looks for the exit flag SSXXYYZZ and if found, it sends a message to
the user and exits the module. The calling sequence is

Call OUTFLG(CODE)

where

INTEGER CODE #1 to not delete SSXXYYZZ from the disk file

#0 to delete SSXXYYZZ

XNOMAT

XNOMAT is used to inform the user that matrix NAME does not exist on disk
file. XNOMAT then calls EXFLAG to return control to the calling module of
the current module. The calling sequence is

Call XNOMAT (NAME,MODULE)
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where

CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) //Matrix NAME

MODULE(NAMLNG) #Name of current module

CLRSP

CLRSP removes all spaces from the string S. The calling sequence is

Call CLRSP (S)

where

CHAR S(l) //Character string

GETU

GETU reads the next record on LUNIN and converts the string to upper case
before returning it in LINE. Like GETL the function itself returns the
length of the record. If end-of-flle is signalled, the function returns
EOF. GETU must be declared INTEGER. The calling sequence is

GETU (LINE,MAXLIN,LUNIN)

where

CHAR LINE(MAXLIN) //Character string read

INTEGER MAXLIN //Maximum string length

LUNIN #LUN to read from

RETURNS GETU Line length

SHIFT

SHIFT shifts the STRING one character to the right, inserting a leading
blank. This is needed for output carriage control. The calling sequence
is

Call Shift (STRING)

where

CHAR STRING(l) //Character string

UPCASE

UPCASE converts the characters in STRING to upper case. The calling
sequence is

Call UPCASE (STRING)

where

CHAR STRING (1000) //Character string
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APPENDIX B

MVPACK MATHEMATICAL LIBRARIES

B.I Introduction

In MVPACK, an extensive mathematical support is provided through three
separate libraries, respectively, dedicated to real, complex and polynomial
matrix arithmetic. An advanced mathematical facility is also available.
The description and calling sequence of the supported functions are given
in the following sections.

B.2 Library for Real Matrix Algebra

POINTER FUNCTION MADD (A, ALPHA, B)

POINTER A //First matrix
REALARRAY ALPHA //Multiplier — must be real
POINTER B //Second matrix

RETURNS MADD Result, in A

MADD is a multi-purpose real matrix addition subroutine. If A and B both
are not equal to -1, it returns A+ALPHA*B, overwriting A. If A is -1, it
returns I+ALPHA*B in a new matrix. If B is -1, it returns ALPHA*A. Note
that all three arguments must be present, though they may be equal to -I.
MADD should be declared POINTER in the calling program.

POINTER FUNCTION MATINV (A)

POINTER A //Pointer to array to be inverted

RETURNS MATINV Pointer to result (same as A)

MATINV inverts the matrix A, in place, and returns the pointer to A. If A
is non-square, or singular, MATINV deletes A and returns 0. MATINV should
be declared POINTER in the calling program.

Call MATLU (A, PERM, Dl, D2, RANK)

POINTER A //Pointer to matrix to be factored
PERM //Pointer to integer permutation vector

-- returned by MATLU
REALARRAY Dl, D2 //Terms of determinant, as D1*(2**D2)
INTEGER RANK Rank of A

MATLU performs an LU factorization on A. L and U are stored in A. I, is
lower-triangular, with 1 on the diagonal (not stored), and U is upper-
triangular (echelon form if A is singular). If A is MxN, L is MxM, but
only the first RANK columns are non-trivial. U is RANKxN. It generates
and returns a permutation vector, PERM, required for further use of LU. Dl
and D2 contain the determinant of A, in a special form allowing a very wide
range of magnitudes. Dl is zero for a singular matrix. RANK returns the
rank of A.
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POINTER FUNCTION MATMUL (A, B, C)

POINTER A
B
C

RETURNS MATMUL

//Pointer to first matrix
//Pointer to second matrix
//Pointer to result — optional

If C is missing or zero, a new array
is created. If C is defined, it is
used for the result.

Pointer to result

MATMUL forms the matrix product MATMUL = A*B. If C is provided, and it
points to an existing matrix, the result is placed in C, and MATMUL is set
to C. Any two of the arguments may be the same. Fatal errors result if
the arrays are not of compatible types or dimensions. MATMUL should be
declared POINTER in the calling program.

Call MATRW (A, I, J, X, CODE)

POINTER A
INTEGER I, J
REALARRAY X
INTEGER CODE

//Matrix
//Position in matrix
//Data (may be real or complex)
//READCODE or WRITECODE

MATRW sets X=A(I,J) if CODE=READCODE, and sets A(I,J)=X if CODE=WRITECODE.

Call MCONT (A, B, XU, IND, NU, INDEX)

//Pointer to A matrix
//Pointer to B matrix
^Pointer to uncontrollable subspace

— returned by MCONT
//Pointer to controllability indices

— returned by MCONT
//Dimension of XU
//Controllability index -- returned by MCONT

MCONT finds the uncontrollable subspace of the linear system defined by A,
B. The controllability indices are returned in IND. MCONT may be called
with A transpose and C transpose to test observability.

POINTER

INTEGER

A
B
XU

IND

NU
INDEX

Call MINDEX (A, IND)

POINTER A
IND

//Pointer to LU factorization
//Vector of controllability indices

MINDEX maintains the optional controllability indices for MLNS.
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POINTER FUNCTION MINV (A)

POINTER A //Pointer to matrix to be inverted

RETURNS MINV //Pointer to the inverse

MINV computes the inverse of matrix A in place, destroying the old contents
of A. If the matrix is not invertible, A is deleted and MINV returns 0.
MINV is based on the Scientific Subroutine Package program. MINV should be
delcared POINTER in the calling program.

POINTER FUNCTION MLNS (A, IND)

POINTER A

IND

RETURNS MLNS

//Pointer to matrix for which left
nullspace is to be found
A is destroyed in the process

//Optional pointer to controllability
indices, used by MCONT

Pointer to left nullspace

MLNS finds the left nullspace of the matrix A, destroying A. It returns 0
if the matrix is of rank M. If the optional argument IND is given, entries
in IND corresponding to pivot columns of A=LU are incremented. If IND is
given as zero, the indices will be initialized to zero first. MLNS should
be delcared POINTER in the calling program.

Call MPRTRW (A, B, ROWCRD, COLCRD, CODE)

POINTER A
B

INTEGER ROWCRD
COLCRD
CODE

//Partitioned matrix
//Simple matrix
//Starting coordinates

of submatrix
//0 for extraction
1 for insertion

MPRTRW inserts a submatrix B into a suitably dimensioned matrix A, or
extracts the appropriate section of A into an existing matrix B. The
source matrix is not altered. If the matrices are not of the same type, or
the dimensioning will not permit the operation, a fatal error results.

POINTER FUNCTION MRNS (A)

POINTER A

RETURNS MRNS

//Pointer to matrix whose right nullspace
is to be found

Pointer to right nullspace of A

MRNS finds the right nullspace of A. It does not destroy A. It returns 0
if the matrix is of rank N, or rank 0. MRNS should be declared POINTER in
the calling program.
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POINTER FUNCTION MSOLVE (LU, PERM, B, RANK)

POINTER LU //Pointer to LU factorization of A
PERM //Pointer to permutation of A
B //Pointer to right-hand size — destroyed

INTEGER RANK #Rank of A

RETURNS MSOLVE Pointer to solution — 0 if none

MSOLVE solves the equations defined by AX=B, where A is given by its LU
factorization, as PA=LU. MSOLVE should always be used instead of matrix
inverse followed by matrix multiply. MSOLVE should be declared POINTER in
the calling program.

INTEGER FUNCTION MSUBSP (A, X)

POINTER A //Pointer to space A; replaced by LU
X //Pointer to space X;

destroyed by process
RETURNS MSUBSP YES if X is in A; NO otherwise

MSUBSP performs combined elimination on (A,X), and checks that the equa-
tions AY=X are consistent. MSUBSP should be declared POINTER in the call-
ing program.

POINTER FUNCTION MTRANS (A, B)

POINTER A //Pointer to array to be transposed
B //Pointer to result — optional

RETURNS MTRANS Pointer to transpose of A
MTRANS=B if B was specified

MTRANS forms the transpose of A. If B is given and is not 0, the result is
placed in B and B is returned as TRANS. If the array is square, A and B
may point to the same array. Fatal errors are generated if B is of the
wrong dimensions, or if the array types are not valid. MTRANS should bi
declared POINTER in the calling program.

REALARRAY FUNCTION VINPRD (P, Q)

POINTER P //Pointer to first vector term
Q //Pointer to second term

RETURNS VINPRD The inner product

VINPRD forms the inner product of the two vectors P and Q. If the vectors
are not real and not the same length, a fatal error results. Each vector
may be stored as an nxl array, or as a lxn array. VINPRD must be declared
REALARRAY in the calling program.
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ERROR MESSAGES

Errors in the mathematical subroutines are reported by number. The follow-
ing lists the numbers, with the corresponding message. All errors are
fatal, except those marked non-fatal.

121 MATINV — MATRIX NOT SQUARE (non-fatal)

122 MATINV — MATRIX SINGULAR (non-fatal)

125 MATMUL — INCOMPATIBLE OUTPUT MATRIX

126 MATMUL — INCOMPATIBLE ARGUMENTS

127 MATMUL — ALL ARRAYS ARE THE SAME

130 MINV — MATRIX NOT SQUARE

135 MPRTRW — INVALID CODE

136 MPRTRW — STARTING COORDINATE LESS THAN ONE

137 MPRTRW — DIMENSIONS ERROR OR BAD COORDINATE

141 MSOLVE — INCOMPATIBLE EQUATIONS

142 MSOLVE -- INCONSISTENT EQUATIONS (non-fatal)

145 MSUBSP — SPACES NOT SAME DIMENSION

150 MTRANS — INCOMPATIBLE OUTPUT MATRIX

155 VINPRD — FIRST ARGUMENT NOT A VECTOR

156 VINPRD — SECOND ARGUMENT NOT A VECTOR

157 VINPRD — ARGUMENTS NOT SAME LENGTH
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B.3 Complex Matrix Arithmetic Library

POINTER FUNCTION MCADD (A, ALPHA, B)

POINTER A
COMPARRAY ALPHA
POINTER B

RETURNS MCADD

//First matrix
//Multiplier — must be complex
//Second matrix

Result, in A

MCADD Is a multi-purpose complex matrix addition subroutine. If A and B
both are not equal to -1, it returns A+ALPHA*B, overwriting A. If A is -1,
it returns I+ALPHA*B in a new matrix. If B is -1, it returns ALPHA*A.
Note that all three arguments must be present, though they may be equal to
-1. MCADD should be declared POINTER in the calling program.

POINTER FUNCTION MCMAKE (A)

POINTER A //Pointer to real array

RETURNS MCMAKE Pointer to complex matrix

MCMAKE creates a complex matrix whose real part is A.
declared POINTER in the calling program.

POINTER FUNCTION MCMINV (A, DETA)

MCMAKE should be

POINTER A
COMPARRAY DETA

RETURNS MCMINV

//Pointer to matrix to be inverted
//Determinant of A

Pointer to the inverse

MCMINV computes the inverse of the complex matrix A in place, destroying
the old contents of A. If the matrix is not lnvertible, A is deleted and
MCMINV returns 0. MCMINV is based on the Scientific Subroutine Package
program. MCMINV should be declared POINTER in the calling program.

POINTER FUNCTION MCMULT (A, B)

POINTER A
B

RETURNS MCMULT

//Pointer to first matrix
//Pointer to second matrix

Pointer to result

MCMULT forms the complex matrix product MCMULT = A*B. Fatal errors result
if the arrays are not of compatible types or dimensions. MCMULT should be
declared POINTER in the calling program.

MCPART (A, B ROWCRD, COLCRD, CODE)

POINTER A
B

INTEGER ROWCRD
COLCRD
CODE

//Partitioned matrix
//Simple matrix
//Starting coordinates

of submatrix
0 for extraction
1 for insertion
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MCPART inserts a complex submatrix B into a suitably dimensioned complex
matrix A, or extracts the appropriate section of A into an existing matrix
B. The source matrix is not altered. If the matrices are not of the same
type, or the dimensioning will not permit the operation, a fatal error
results.

POINTER FUNCTION MCSIMA (S, A)

COMPARRAY S //Complex frequency.
POINTER A //Given matrix.

RETURNS MCSIMA Pointer to sI-A

MCSIMA forms SI-A for a given complex matrix A. MCSIMA should be declared
pointer in the calling program.

POINTER FUNCTION MCSRD (G, LOOP, DET)

POINTER G //Pointer to matrix
INTEGER LOOP //Loop to be closed
COMPARRAY DET //Determinant of closed loop

RETURNS MCSRD Pointer to result (same as G)

MCSRD closes one negative feedback loop from output LOOP to input LOOP,
around the transfer-function matrix G. This is performed by solving the
equations

y = Gu
u = r - Fy

where F is a zero matrix with a 1 on the diagonal for the loop to be
closed. The result is

y = inv(I+GF) Gr

MCSRD should be declared POINTER in the calling program.

POINTER FUNCTION MCTRAN (A)

POINTER A //Pointer to array to be transposed.

RETURNS MCTRAN //Pointer to transpose of A.

MCTRAN forms the transpose of A. MCTRAN should be declared POINTER in the
calling program.

The following routines are useful in generating frequency response data in
MVPACK.

GENGW (MAKEG, MATNAM)

EXTERNAL MAKEG //Subroutine name
CHAR MATNAM(NAMLNG) //Name of matrix to be generated
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GENGW generates the frequency response over the desired range. The fre-
quencies (Hz) are read from FREQ. The result is saved in the COMPSEQ
matrix MATNAM. GENGW requires the COMMON/GENGW/FREQ, M, N which has the
pointer (FREQ) to the frequency array and the dimensions of the complex
matrix (M,N). GENGW calls the user written routine MAKEG which has for its
arguments (S,G). S is the complex frequency and G is the pointer to the
complex matrix (COMPMAT). MAKEG is declared external so the user can
specify the subroutine name.

GETFRQ (FREQ, CODE)

POINTER FREQ List of frequencies, returned by GETFRQ
INTEGER CODE Flag to skip initialization

GETFRQ either loads or creates the frequency list for evaluation. If CODE
is 1 (YES) the initialization is skipped over.

POINTER FUNCTION GETOLD (NAME.N)

CHAR NAME(NAMLNG) Matrix name
INTEGER N Array size

RETURNS GETOLD Pointer to array in memory

GETOLD loads an old copy of the COMPSEQ array NAME, returning it if it con-
tains N elements. If NAME does not exist, or is the wrong size, GETOLD
creates a new array. GETOLD must be declared POINTER in the calling
program.

ERROR MESSAGES

Errors in the complex matrix subroutines are reported by number. The
following lists the numbers, with the corresponding message. All errors
are fatal, except those marked non-fatal.

226 MCMULT — INCOMPATIBLE ARGUMENTS

230 MCMINV — MATRIX NOT SQUARE

235 MCPART — INVALID CODE

236 MCPART — STARTING COORDINATE LESS THAN ONE

237 MCPART — DIMENSION ERROR OR BAD COORDINATE

240 MCSIMA — MATRIX NOT SQUARE

250 MCSRD — NON EXISTENT LOOP
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B.4 Polynomial Matrix Library

POINTER FUNCTION MPADD (A, ALPHA, B)

POINTER A #First matrix
REALARRAY ALPHA //Multiplier
POINTER B //Second matrix

RETURNS MPADD Result

MPADD is an addition subroutine for POLYMAT* or RATMATCOMM** matrices. If
A and B both exist, it returns A+ALPHA*B. If B is NONE it returns ALPHA*A
in place of A. If A is NONE it returns I+ALPHA*B, where I is a suitable
identity matrix, extended by zero rows or columns to the dimensions of B.
Note that all arguments must be present. MPADD creates a new matrix for
the result except when>B is NONE. MPADD should be declared POINTER in the
calling program.

POINTER FUNCTION MPINV (A)

POINTER A //Matrix to invert

RETURNS MPINV Result in a new matrix

MPINV forms the inverse of a POLYMAT or RATMATCOMM matrix using the
Souriau-Frame-Fadeev algorithm. MPINV should be declared POINTER in the
calling program.

POINTER FUNCTION MPMAKE (A)

POINTER A //Real matrix to convert into polynomial matrix

RETURNS MPMAKE Resulting POLYMAT matrix

MPMAKE converts a real matrix of the MVPACK data structure into the cor-
responding polynomial matrix where each polynomial is a constant.

*POLYMAT means pure polynomial matrix

**RATMATCOMM means rational matrix with common denominator
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POINTER FUNCTION MPMULT (A, B)

POINTER A, B Matrices to multiply

RETURNS MPMULT Product of A and B

MPMULT multiplies polynomial matrices or rational matrices with a common
denominator. MPMULT should be declared POINTER in the calling program.

POINTER FUNCTION MPPMUL (POL, A)

POINTER POL //Polynomial multiplier
A //Matrix to multiply

RETURNS MPPMUL Result in A

MPPMUL multiplies or divides a POLYMAT or RATMATCOMM matrix A by a polyno-
mial POL. If the pointer POL is positive, POL*A is returned in place of
A. If called with -POL, MPPMUL forms A/POL; a new matrix might be created
but the result is returned with pointer A. The leading coefficient of the
denominator is 1. MPPMUL should be declared POINTER in the calling
program.

POINTER FUNCTION MPTRAN (A)

POINTER A //Matrix to transpose

RETURNS MPTRAN Result

MPTRAN forms the transpose of a POLYMAT, RATMATCOMM or RATMAT* matrix. The
result is placed in a new matrix. MPTRAN should be declared POINTER in the
calling program.

The following subroutines accept unfactored polynomials only. The caller
must use PCOMB (after MPLOAD) to ensure that factors have been combined.
The subroutines normalize their arguments by removing small leading coeffi-
cients. They produce unfactored, normalized results.

POINTER FUNCTION PADD (A, ALPHA, B)

POINTER A //First polynomial
REALARRAY ALPHA //Multiplier
POINTER B //Second polynomial

RETURNS PADD Result

PADD is a polynomial addition subroutine. If A and B both exist, it re-
turns A+ALPHA*B. If B is NONE, it returns ALPHA*A in place of A, otherwise
PADD creates a new polynomial for the result. Note that all arguments must
be present. PADD must be declared POINTER in the calling program.

*RATMAT means general rational matrix
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POINTER FUNCTION PCOMB (A)

POINTER A //Polynomial to be combined

RETURNS PCOMB Polynomial with only one factor

PCOMB combines the factors of A to create a new polynomial with one fac-
tor. If A has more than one factor, A is deleted and a new polynomial is
created- the operation

A = PCOMB (A)

ensures that A has only one factor. PCOMB must be declared POINTER in the
calling program.

POINTER FUNCTION PDIV (A, B)

POINTER A //Dividend polynomial; returns

remainder R

B //Divisor polynomial

RETURNS PDIV Quotient polynomial (Q)

PDIV divides the polynomials A and B, returning Q and R such that A = Q*B +
R, where R is of lower order than B. All polynomials are normalized and R
is returned in place of A. Error results if B is zero. If the order of B
exceeds the order of A, Q is the zero polynomial and the remainder is A.
PDIV must be declared POINTER in the calling program.

COMPARRAY FUNCTION PEVAL (A, S)

POINTER A //Polynomial to evaluate
COMPARRAY S //Complex argument of the polynomial

RETURNS PEVAL Value of A(S)

PEVAL evaluates a polynomial A for a complex argument S, using Harner's
method. The polynomial is normalized before evaluation and the result is
returned as PEVAL. The calling program must declare S and PEVAL as
COMPARRAY.

POINTER FUNCTION PGCD (A, B)

POINTER A, B //Polynomial arguments

RETURNS PGCD Pointer to GCD of A and B

PGCD computes the greatest common divisor of two polynomials A and B. It
uses the Euclid algorithm returning the last non-zero remainder as GCD.
The GCD is normalized and its leading coefficient is 1. PGCD must be de-
clared POINTER in the calling program.
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POINTER FUNCTION PLCM (A, B)

POINTER A, B #Polynomial arguments

RETURNS PLCM Pointer to LCM of A and B

PLCM computes the least common multiple of two polynomials A and B. It
uses the formula LCM(A.B) = A*B/GCD(A,B). The LCM is normalized and its
leading coefficient is 1. PLCM must be declared POINTER in the calling
program.

POINTER FUNCTION PMULT (A, B)

POINTER A, B //Polynomials to be multiplied

RETURNS PMULT . Pointer to product

PMULT multiplies the polynomials A and B, and returns the pointer to a new
polynomial containing the product. PMULT must be declared POINTER in the
calling program.

POINTER FUNCTION PNORM (A, N)

POINTER A //Polynomial to normalize
INTEGER N //Order of the normalized polynomial

RETURNS PNOP Result, in A

PNORM removes small leading coefficients from a polynomial by reducing the
order. Leading coefficients are dropped if their magnitude is less than
POLYEPS times the largest coefficient. All that PNORM does is to change
the polynomial order. POLYEPS is defined as 1.0D-8. PNORM must be de-
clared POINTER in the calling program.

PNORM rejects A if it is not a polynomial, or if it has multiple factors.

POLYRW (P, I, X, CODE)

POINTER P //Polynomial to read or write
INTEGER I //Position of the coefficient
REALARRAY X //Real value to read or write
INTEGER CODE //WRITECODE or READCODE

POLYRW reads or writes a random coefficient of a polynomial.

ERROR MESSAGES

Errors in the polynomial and polynomial matrix subroutines are reported by
number. The following lists the error numbers, with the corresponding
message. All errors are fatal, except those marked non-fatal.
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370 PDIV — ATTEMPT TO DIVIDE BY A ZERO POLYNOMIAL

375 PNORM — ARGUMENT NOT POLYNOMIAL

376 PNORM — UNCOMBINED POLYNOMIAL

380 POLYRW — UNCOMBINED POLYNOMIAL

381 POLYRW — ELEMENT OUT OF THE RANGE OF THE POLYNOMIAL

400 MPADD — MATRIX NOT POLYMAT OR RATMATCOMM

401 MPADD — INCOMPATIBLE MATRIX ARGUMENTS

405 MPPMUL — MATRIX NOT POLYMAT OR RATMATCOMM

410 MPMULT — MATRIX NOT POLYMAT OR RATMATCOMM

411 MPMULT — INCOMPATIBLE MATRIX ARGUMENTS

420 MPINV — MATRIX NOT POLYMAT OR RATMATCOMM

421 MPINV — MATRIX NOT SQUARE

422 MPINV — SINGULAR MATRIX

425 MPMAKE — ARGUMENT NOT REALMAT

B.5 Advanced Mathematical Facility

Call MLUCAN (A, B, AC, BC, TL, TR)

POINTER A #A matrix
B #B matrix
AC #Block-companion A matrix
BC //Canonical form B matrix
TL #Pre-multiplying transformation matrix
TR //Post-multiplying transformation matrix

MLUCAN transforms the system defined by (A, B) to Luenberger canonical
(phase-variable) form using the method of Aplevich [4]. The resulting
model is given by

AC = TL*A*TR

BC = TL*B

In the case of a controllable, single-input system, the last row of A con-
tains the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial. Note that AC and
BC will be smaller than A and B if the system is not controllable.
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Call MLUEN (A, B)

POINTER A #A matrix, deleted
B //B matrix, deleted

COMMON/ONAMES/ACNAME,BCNAME,TLNAME, TRNAME
CHAR ACNAME(NAMLNG) //Name for AC, block companion A matrix

BCNAME(NAMLNG) //Name for BC, canonical form B matrix
TLNAME(NAMLNG) //Name for TL, pre-multiplying matrix
TRNAME(NAMLNG) //Name for TR, post-multiplying transformation

matrix

MLUEN transforms the system defined by (A, B) to Luenberger canonical
(phase-variable) form using the method of Aplevich [4]. The resulting
model is given by

AC = TL*A*TR
BC = TL*B

In the case of a controllable, single-input system, the last row of A con-
tains the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial. Note that AC and
BC will be smaller than A and B if the system is not controllable.

MLUEN is the same as MLUCAN, except the given matrices are deleted, and the
results are stored on disk, in array whose names are passed in ONAMES.
Q-CAN, containing (AC, BC), and T-CAN, containing (TL, TR), are also stored
for debugging.

Call ROSENH (ISTEP, X, U, TOL, CODE)

INTEGER ISTEP //Loop counter
REAL X(l) //Function argument vector

U //Function value
TOL //Converged if stage progress in X plane

TOL
INTEGER CODE //Return code

COMMON/ROSWRK/NDIRS,W(1) #W is NCONST+NDIRS*(NDIRS+3)
COMMON/ROSCON/NCONST,G(l) //Constraint array, 3*NCONST

ROSENH searches for the maximum of the function U(X). To minimize, the
calling program should negate U before calling ROSENH. The algorithm is
the Rosenbrock constrained minimization procedure [5].

ROSENH should be called in a loop, as follows:

Initialize constraints
Initialize parameters
DO ISTEP = 1, LIMIT [

evaluate U
evaluate auxiliary X
CALL ROSENH (ISTEP, X, U, "OL, ICODE)
IF (ICODE 0) STOP "INITi;^, ERROR")
IF (ICODE == 10) BREAK

]
CALL ROSTEP (-1, X)
Report results
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The parameters for ROSENH are:

ISTEP

TOL

CODE

NDIRS

W

NCONST

The loop counter, used only to detect the
first call

X is dimension NCONST. The first NDIRS
entries are the independent (parameter
variables), while the rest are dependent
variables used in constraints

Current value of the function to be maximized.
Use -U to minimize

ROSENH works with a set of orthogonal directions
in the parameter space. A "stage" is terminated
when no further progress can be made with these
directions, and it is necessary to rotate the
axes. If the progress in a stage is less than
TOL, in the parameter plane, ROSENH returns con-
verged. To manage convergence for yourself set
TOL = 0.0.

-1
0
1
2
3
10

Initial X outside constraints - fatal
Step failed to increase U
Step succeeded
X(NDIR) is in the border
Stage completed
Converged

The number of parameters to be adjusted

Workspace of dimension NC0NST+NDIRS*(NDIRS+3)

Number of constraints

Dimension 3*NC0NST

The first NDIRS constraints constrain the independent variables; the rest
constrain the dependent variables. The first NCONST entries in G are lower
bounds, the second NCONST entries are upper bounds. The third NCONST en-
tries are the sizes of the constraint border zones, computed by ROSENH.
The size of the constraint border zones is based on the width of the con-
straint band, so it should not be made ridiculously wide.

The indicated

CALL ROSTEP (-1, X)

is required because ROSENH always advances X, and X must be backed up to
the optimum value.
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Call ROSOUT (ISTEP, X, U)

INTEGER ISTEP //Step number
REAL X(l) //Parameters

U //Function value

ROSOUT reports the current status. The arguments are the same as for
ROSENH. It may be called by the user at any time. It is called automati-
cally at the end of each stage. To control printing, use:

COMMON/ROSENH/ISTAGE,IBUG

with

IBUG = -1 No printing
IBUG = 0 Print each stage (default)
IBUG = 1 Print every step, for debugging

ROSOUT writes to PRINTER (LUN 6). This may be changed by re-defining
OUTPUT in the MVADVM file.

The following routines can be used as debugging aids when calling the opti-
mization modules

Call BUGPR (N)

INTEGER N

BUGPR reports the end of procedure N

Call MXPUT (A, IVAL)

POINTER A Pointer to array to be saved
INTEGER IVAL Step number

MXPUT saves the matrix A with a name composed of its given name, combined
with a 2-digit number created from IVAL.
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APPENDIX C

MVFACK LIBRARY INDEX

List of Library Subroutines

SUBROUTINE

ARGCNT (N)
ARGNEW (SIZE, NAME)
ARGRW (INDEX, STRING, CODE)

BUGPR (N)

CKKSYS
CLRSP (STRING)
CREATE (TYPE, NAME, M, N)

DDELET (NAME, FOUND)
DFSEQ
DKCLOS
DKDUMP
DKGET (CONTRL, A)
DKHASH (NAME)
DKINIT
DKLOOK (NAME)
DKOPE
DKPINF (A, IP, JP)
DKPUT (CONTRL, A)
DKRASH (OLDHSH, HASH1)
DKRDIR (DKIND)
DKUPDT
DSFORM (ICOL, NAME, WORK)
DSHELL (DIRARY, PTRARY, N)
DSLOAD (DIRARY, PTRARY, N)
DSORDR (I, J, DIRARY, PTRARY)
DSORD1 (NAM1, NAM2)
DSORT
DSPRNT (DIRARY, PTRARY, N)
DSWAP (I, J, IPTR)

EQUAL (SI, S2)
EXFLAG (NAME)

GENGW (MAKEG, MATNAM)
GETCMD (PROMPT, MESG)
GETFRQ (FREQ, CODE)
GETL (LINE, MAXLIN, LUNIN)
GETOLD (NAME, N)
GETU ("LINE. MAXLIN. LUNIN)

TYPE

POINTER

POINTER

INTEGER

INTEGER

INTEGER

INTEGER

INTEGER
INTEGER

INTEGER

INTEGER

INTEGER

LIBRARY
MODULE

GRAPHIC
ARGSYS
ARGSYS

MVADVM

MVUTIL
MVUTIL
MVUTIL

DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS
DDSYS

RATLIB
MVUTIL

MCMATH
MVUTIL
MCMATH
RATLIB
MCMATH
MVUTIL

INFO (INDEX, TYPE, DOPE) MVUTIL
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SUBROUTINE

LENGTH (STRING)
LOAD (NAME)

MADD (A, ALPHA, B)
MALLOC (NAME, TYPE, SIZE)
MATINV (A)
MATLU (A, PERM, Dl, D2, RANK)
MATMUL (A, B, C)
MATRW (A, I, J, X, CODE)
MCADD (A, ALPHA, B)
MCHKl (A, M, N, IA)
MCHK2 (A, M, N, IA)
MCMAKE (A)
MCMINV (A, DETA)
MCMULT (A, B)
MCONT (A, B, XU, IND, NU, INDEX)
MCOPY (IPTR)
MCPART (A,B,ROWCRD,COLCRD,CODE)
MCSIMA (S, A)
MCSRD (G, LOOP, DET)
MCTRAN (A)
MDELET (IPTR)
MDUMP
MGARB
MINDEX (A, IND)
MINIT
MINV (A)
MLUCAN (A, B, AC, BC, TL, TR)
MLUEN (A, B)
MLNS (A, IND)
MVLOOK (NAME)
MNAMRW (INDEX, NAME, CODE)
MPADD (A, ALPHA, B)
MPCOPY (A)
MPINV (A)
MPLOAD (A, IP, JP)
MPMAKE (A)
MPMULT (A, B)
MPPMUL (POL, A)
MPRTRW (A,B,ROWCRD,COLCRD,CODE)
MPSAVE (A, IP, JP, IPOLY)
MRNS (A)
MPTRAN (A)
MSOLVE (LU, PERM, B, RANK)
MSTART (INDEX)
MSUBSP (A, X)
MTRANS (A, B)
MTRUNC (NAME, NAMOUT)
MVEXIT
MVERR (CODE, MESS1, MESS2)
MXPUT (A, IVAL)

TYPE

INTEGER
POINTER

POINTER
POINTER
POINTER

POINTER

POINTER

POINTER
POINTER
POINTER

POINTER

POINTER
POINTER
POINTER

POINTER

POINTER
INTEGER

POINTER
POINTER
POINTER
POINTER
POINTER
POINTER
POINTER

POINTER
POINTER
POINTER
INTEGER
INTEGER
POINTER

LIBRARY
MODULE

RATLIB
DDSYS

MVMATH
MDSYS
MVMATH
MVMATH
MVMATH
MVMATH
MCMATH
MVMATH
MCMATH
MCMATH
MCMATH
MCMATH
MVMATH
MDSYS
MCMATH
MCMATH
MCMATH
MCMATH
MDSYS
MDSYS
MDSYS
MVMATH
MDSYS
MVMATH
MVADVM
MVADVM
MVMATH
MDSYS
MDSYS
MPMATH
DDSYS
MPMATH
DDSYS
MPMATH
MPMATH
MPMATH
MVMATH
DDSYS
MVMATH
MPMATH
MVMATH
MVUTIL
MVMATH
MVMATH
MDSYS
MVUTIL
MVUTIL
MVADVM
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SUBROUTINE

NDATE (BUFFER)
NOMAT (NAME)
NULARG (A)

OUTFLG (CODE)

TYPE

INTEGER

LIBRARY
MODULE

MVUTIL
MVUTIL
RATLIB

MVUTIL

PADD (A, ALPHA, B)
PARSE (DELIM, IN, OUT)
PCOMB (A)
PDIV (A, B)
PEVAL (A, S)
PGCD (A, B)
PLCM (A, B)
PMULT (A, B)
PNORM (A, N)
POLYRW (P, 1, X, CODE)
PPLOT (Y, NVARS, NPOINT)
PSCALE (YMIN,YMAX,CONTRL
PUTL (LINE, LUNOUT)

ROSENH (ISTEP, X, U, TOL
ROSOUT (ISTEP, X, U)

SADD (SI, S2, S3, ...)
SAVE (INDEX)
SETSYS (NAME)
SETUP (N)
SHIFT (STRING)

TCALL (NAME, UIC)
TCHN (NAME, UIC)
TCODE (N, VECT)
TCOM (STRING, CODE)
TINIT
TPUSH (NAME, UIC)
TRETN
TSYS (STRING, CODE)

UPCASE (STRING)

VINPRD (P, Q)

XNOMAT (NAME, MODULE)

POINTER

POINTER
POINTER
POINTER
POINTER
POINTER
POINTER
POINTER
POINTER

,YSTEL,YRANGE)

, CODE)

INTEGER

REALARRAY

MPMATH
MVUTIL
MPMATH
MPMATH
MPMATH
MPMATH
MPMATH
MPMATH
MPMATH
MPMATH
MVPPLT
MVPPLT
RATLIB

MVADVM
MVADVM

RATLIB
DDSYS
MVUTIL
MVUTIL
MVUTIL

TSYS
TSYS
TSYS
TSYS
TSYS
TSYS
TSYS
TSYS

MVUTIL

MVMATH

MVUTIL
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APPENDIX D

MVPACK SAMPLE PROGRAM
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APPENDIX P

# Program to ADD 1 to a matrix diagonal and compute
# the E iqenval ues.
#
#

This is the DRIVER level.

# Defines Dynamic memory size
# S t a nd a r d R A TF 0 R definitions (Ma ndat o r y)
# MVP fl C K d e f i n i t i o n s (Ma n d a t o r y)
# Common for dynamic memory

DEFINE TABLESIZE 2Q0S
INCLUDE DEFN
JHCLUIiE [ 1 1 . 6 DMVPACK. DEF
INCLUDE C 11.-6 JMVPACK . COM
#
CftLL PUTL '" MVPflCK SAMPLE PROGRAM',TYPER) # Output title
CALL SETUP I:TABLES IZE) # Set up Dynamic memory

# alloca ti o n me c h a n i 5 m
CALL PPOCES ' # Get in the algorithm
CALL TPETN.: CALL EMIT # Return to super-vis ior
END

SUBROUTINE PROCES
*
#
# PPOCES is the algorithm level.
#
POINTER A, LOAD: INTEGER STATE t'b)

INTEGER GETL.: CHAP NAME i NAMLNG)
#
CALL TCODE C-b,STATE)
IF(STATE(1)==Q> L

STATE t.l) = 1
CALL TCODEib,STATE)
REPEAT [

CALL PUTL C S G I V E MATRi:
I = GETL 'NAME, NAMLNG.
IF a = =EOF) CALL 11 VEX IT
A = LOAD i:NAMEi
IF (A==O) C

CALL PUTL C Non-e-
NEXT

]
: UNTIL ( H O O )
CALL fiDDONE (A)
CALL MSAVE(A)
CALL PUTL (.' COMPUTING EIGENVALUES
CALL TCALL < TIVEIG')
CALL EMIT

# STATE is a vector of codes
# ma i n 1 y u s e d t o r e me rnb e r s t a t u s
# or cos it ion in the alqorithm on

a LOAD ON "CALL
or posi t ion
return from
MODULE.

# Pea a1 I he code vector

. #
bet
Save

:•', TYPER)
TYPEP'

#
#
#

is i tent
#

#
#

E> i t
Load
Chsc
ma t r
Try

code
the new value

# Prompt for
# G i' ,'e ma t r i >

on CR Z i EOF .'
ma t r i.. f r o m d i

h for non-e •• is t

i,'. TYPER i
aga in

Do the add one
Go on to setup for

of codes

matriy name
name

uin

i nt{ rna t r i x

MVEIG
TYPER)
Run the M'v'EIG module

and e.*it from this module
TCALL returns to this module
when M'v'EIG is done.

#
ELSE C

CALL
CALL

TCHN
EXIT

T W O LIT' )
# Display some results
# using MVOUT. Af t er runn i nq
# MVOUT TCHN returns to the
# mo du1e t h a t c ailed this one.

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ADPONE (ft)
#

POINTER ft • # Arrcitj lo be processed
#
* ADI'OHE is the interface to the subroutine to acid one
* to the diagonal of a matrix
#
* [• IV'P ACK . C0[' 1 mus t he i nc 1 uded i n all i n t er f ace 5ubrou t i nes .
INCLUDE [11.6]MVPACK.COM
INTEGER TYPE, I'OPE C INFSIZ)
POINTER MSTART
#
CALL INFO i A. TYPE, DOPE) # Gel Ujpe and dimensions
li = DOPE C D ; N = D0PEC2) # of the matrix.
IF i::TYPE + =PEALMAT) C # Check data type

CALL riVERR (FATAL, 'MVSAMP — invalid matrix tqpe;,EOS)

]
ELSE CALL ADD1 CTABLE CMSTARTCA) ~>.. II. N)
RETURN
EN I'

SUBPOLITINF ADD1 fA. M, N)
#

REALARRAY AiM.N)
#
# ADD 1 Is the primitive to add 1 to the diagonal of A.
#
DO I = 1 .MIHCI1.II) [

A ' I, I i = A < 1,1.) + 1.0
]
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE flSAvE (A)
#

POINTER A # P o i n t e r to m a t r i x
#

# MSAV'E prepares the arguments for M'v'EIG.

#
POINTER EIG, ARGNEU
CALL iiNAIIRU i'A. ' ACAL" .URITECODEJ # Rename m a t r i x ft as ACAL
EIG = ARGNEUC40."EIG') # Creates a character array for

# argument passing.
CALL APGPI.J i EIG. 'ACAL', URITECODE) # Pass matrix names"
CALL APGRI.J (EIG, 'RLP', UR ITECODE) # in the argument arraCj.
CALL ARGRIJ CEIG. "RLI", UR ITECODE)
CALL APGRU C EIG. 'RVR', URITECODE:'
CHLL SAVE (EIG.) # Save names of matrices on disc
CALL SAVE <A.' #
RETURN
END
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HARD COPY OF A SIMPLE RUN FROM MVPACK
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